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August 1 , 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NOREHEAD, Ky.--Enrollment for both of 14orehead State University's summer
sessions was higher than last year, according to figures released by MSU Registrar
Gene Ranvier.
Enrollment for Summer II, which ends Friday, is 1,414 students, as compared
with 1,392 in 1985.

Summer I attracted 1,869 students against 1,827 last year.

"This is the first time in recent years that 1·1SU has shown summer enrollment
increases and the upswing is a very positive sign," Ranvier said.
Noting that factors· influencing summer session enrollments vary greatly,
Ranvier attributed the increases to a schedule of classes meeting students needs
and the University's new registration by mail system.
Registration for 14SU's fall semester will be conducted Aug .. 25 and 26 with
classes commencing Aug. 27.
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August 1, 1986
FOR mr~EDIATE RELEASE
f.lOREHEAD,

Ky.--~1orehead

State University's matching gift program will be

prominently featured in a national directory to be published this summer by the
Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE).
The University's matching gift program, part of the 1·1SU Foundation annual
giving program, will be used as the primary example in the introducto:.v section of
CASE's directory of matching gift programs at member institutions, "Profiles:
Educational Institutions."
,,

·.

"Ue were looking for a state institl!t1on .with its 01-m foundation and pretty
good numbers in matching gifts and alumni scpport," said Cheryl t•1arti n, project
coordinator for Profiles.
According to Bill
report each year

~lith

"14SU met our criteria,"

Redwine~

~he

sai.d.

f•1SU development director, the University files a

CASE on the annual giving programs.

"It

~/as··on

the basis of

our 1985-86 Survey of Voluntary Support of Education that CASE made its selections,"
Redwine said.
According to Redwine, the do1lars generated last year from
matching 28 individual gifts
gift contributiorts.

repr~sented

corporations

·

roughly 4 percent of the total individual

"The foundation received $244,624 from individuals, ~lus an

additional $9,000 in corporate matches," he said.
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Aug_ 2, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
r~OREHEAD,

Ky.-- The 1986 state cone 1ave of the Kentucky Defelo lay will be he 1d

on the campus of Morehead State University Aug. 7-10.
Approximately 150 young men, representing 15 local chapters from accross the
state, are expected to attend the conference, according to Kelly Tutt of Lexington,
•

conclave director.

Also meeting during the conclave will be the Kentucky DeMolay

Mother's Club and DeMolay Sweethearts with more than 50 participants expected.
DeMolay is a Masonic-sponsored organization for young men ages 13 through 20
designed to build character and develop leadership potential, Tutt said.
The four-day conference will include general sessions, athletic competition
in swimming, track and field and softball, and ritualistic competition as well as
the election of state officers during the formal meeting of the state

De~1olay

Congress.

MSU President A.D. Albright will welcome the youth to the campus.
In addition· to these activities, a grand banquet scheduled for Saturday, and
highlighted by the crowning of·the state DeMolay sweetheart, is expected to draw about
350 DeMolay members and Masons, Tutt said.
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t, . ;:·,~: , ~ '!~~REHEAD,
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UPO BOX 1100

Ky .--The .A 1umni Associ at ion of Morehead State University has

..

·';:".;, ~- establ is he'd an alumni chapter for graduates in southern Ohio.

:· ·,);;\t;-·~~~ .·., ;he Ohio Valley Chapter was recently organized for alumni- residing i.n Adams,
'jt .J~;:-::::~(~9.~~:<Hi ghl and and surrounding counties.

:j ~~ ·-.·_· ;··:,/:l;_:~-.~,1 J: ;

!',"'•

Jl :.:'

:I,<;·' [·l ;'jli. .':'·: .,~·.::~_;:.. Ei ected

to serve as officers were:

Jl ~ :~· :i r.·~~·~:::;.~~-·.(i~::~:·~.· ·;,:~: *
.
. .
· :.·jt''':jJ~-_.''j!l:'i;r_:;..~,Hp.~_-resldent--Patncla Dorton Price of West Union, career development counselor
•. ._..
:···.. · ·,..:::'···.,.,q··If•!
··+-ar-:i()~Oio· .Va 11 ey
.
'

l

01 '

'·f·-

''•

·

,

Loca 1 Schoo 1s.

. ;'

.

~

.':

.

•'

~vi~e pr~sident--Sam
'

"··

Snyder_ of Hillsboro,· a-teacher at Hillsboro High School .

1

*Secr~tary/treasurer--Janie

'

Richmond Kirker of West Union·, a teacher at West

Unfon Elementary School.

·•,

"We are proud of ihe,opportunities we'received

.strong, productive organization."
•''We.are excited about the enthusiasm of our alumni and their willingness

'1
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f1SU

ALU~lNI

CIIAPTER IN OHIO VALLEY AREA

The Morehead State llniversity Alumni Association has a new alumnj·chapter.in southern
the "Ohio Valley Alumni Cnapter" were, from left,
···Sam Snyder of Hillsboro, Ohio, vice president; Patricia Dorton Price of West Union,
Ohio, president, and Janie Richmond Kirker of l·lest Union, secretary/treasure!'.

',
j.
'

The

newly-organized chal'ter is composed of 11SU graduates from Adams, Br01·m, Highland and

''

surroundjng

countic~.

'\.

(MSUphoto)
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Aug. 2, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky. --More than 90 youth from Kentucky and Tennessee will spend next
week at

Moreha~d

State University taking a first-hand look at life as a police officer.

MSU aria .the 'Morehead City Pol ice Department are co-sponsoring the sixth annual
- ·.,
. ·..._ .··. ·.
Regional Law'E~force~ent,~onference and Competition which lets youth explore career
'

-

-

.....

opportunities i'ii''la~:enforcement,
according to Roger Holbrook, security shift
....
.
'supervisor for MSU' s Office' .of· Safety and
Secu~ity.
.
The four-day conference.·· whj_cti 'be~i ns Thursday, Aug. 7, will include, guest
speakers, demonstrations and competitive events.
'

four Kentucky police posts:
Tennessee posts:

Participants will be representing

Louisyille, Morehead, Shively and Somerset; and four

Knox County, Union County, Nashville and Chattanooga.

"Participants, between 14 and 21 years old, will get to learn about law
enforcement work by actually assuming the ro 1e of po 1ice officers," Holbrook said.
The eight posts will participate in competition as police officers trying to
solve five simulated crimes:

a felony traffic stop, traffic accident investigation,

a domestic disturbance, a burglary in progress and a courtroom testimony.

"Each post will be observed by a panel of judges which will rate each post on
how well it handles each crime, and then we will award trophies to the posts which
did the best jobs with the cases," Holbrook explained.
Featured speaker, Tim Farrar, resident agent at the Department of Treasury's
Tobacco and Firearms at Ashl,and, will make a presentation on bombs and explosive
devices.

Farrar also will demonstrate a specially-equipped van which is used for

investigating cases involving explosive devices.
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CARTER aJUNTY CHEEHll-:i\D.1'.1CS ATl'END DCA CAMP ·AT MSU

West Carter varsity cheerleaders recently attended the Universal Cheerleaders
Association Camp at Morehead State University.
front row from left,
.: back; row,

Mar los

Members of· the

sq~ad

who attended are,

Dana Back, Rhonda Stallard, Amy Gr'eepe and Chesla Blaydes;

Boggs, Stephanie Stanley, :Mary Leigh Patton, Hope Gabbard, · April Parsons

and Sherri Burchett.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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CARTER CCUN'IY OiEERLEADERS A'ITEND UCA CAMP AT MSU
West Carter junior varsity cheerleaders recently attended the Universal Cheerleaders
Association Camp at Morehead State Unive-c;ity.

Members _of the squad who' attended

are, front row from left, Amy Smith, Kelli- Barker, Laura Morrison, Sonya Cook and
.. Amy Smith; back row, Terri Rose, Anita Boggs and Melissa Erwin.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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Aug. 4, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MSU

SU~~ER

COMMENCEMENT: A Picture Story

~10REHEAD,

Ky.--Imagery of the road of 1ife was

evoked by speakers at

Morehead State University's 1986 Summer Commencement Saturday.
MSU President A.D. Albright conferred degrees on nearly 270 undergraduate
and graduate students with more than half of them attending.

Some 1,500 friends

and family members were present for the ceremonies in Button Auditorium.
Opening her remarks with Robert Frost's ''The Road Not Taken," student
speaker Meleah Saxon of Morehead told her classmates that although most roads
seem to have already been heavily traveled, "it is our traveling that can make
a11 the difference."

Citing the accomp 1i shments of MSU graduates, Saxon adde.d

that "regardless of whether we have chosen careers that lead us far away into ·
different worlds, or professions that keep us close to home, the opportunities
for fulfillment and professional satisfaction are there for us all."
"No professional challenge is so small that we can afford to overlook it,"
Saxon added.

The daughter of Tommy and Neva Griffith, she earned the B.A. degree

in elementary education, graduating magna cum laude.
Echoing the imagery begun by Saxon, MSU Board of Regents Chairman Louie B.
Nunn reminded the graduates that "Those who taught you have drawn some lines to
guide you on the road of life.''
"If you are going to travel the road of life only for yourself, without

compassion for your fellow men, then step aside.
road for those who know where they are going.

There's room out there on the

No sense traveling the road if

you don't know your destination," he cautioned.
Comparing education with the lighting up of a mind, like a match to a flame,
he told the audience that some lights were candles and others were beacons.
(t-10RE)

Summer Commencement
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
"That beacon is not a stoplight.

To some it may be a caution light, but

it should be a green light,'' the former governor said.
is only part of what you can accomplish in this life.

"What you have achieved
You can and surely will

make a contribution,'' he added.
Lisa Browning of Owingsville, MSU Alumni Association first vice president,
welcomed the new graduates into a "family of 25,000 brothers and sisters. Ou~
•
family name is Morehead State University," she told them. "I challenge you to
maintain the good name of our family.''
Cutlines:

1--Symbolic of the emotions engulfing the proud families of MSU's newest
graduates is the post-commencement moment between Janis Appel and her
mother· Beverly Appel of Wilder.
2--Reminding the audience that commencement ~ms special not only for
the graduates but for their spouses, parents and grandparents as well,
MSU President A.D. Albright asked the crowd to recognize them as they
stood.
3--MSU Board of Regents Chairman Louie B. Nunn and student commencement
speaker Meleah Saxon look as if they might be comparing their maps for
·
the road of life.
4--"0ur family name is Morehead State University," Lisa Browning of
Owingsville, MSU Alumni Association first vice president, said as she
welcomed the new graduates into the family and challenged them to
''maintain the good name of our family."
5--Bursting through the doors of Button after commencement, it seems as
as if the graduates are eager to set foot out upon the road of life.
6--Taking pictures for the family album to commemorate the special day
is another integral part of Commencement for families.
(MSU photos by Ray Bradley)
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BREA'IHI'IT aJUNTY STUDENT RECEIVES PIN FROM MSU
William Strong of Jacl{son has received his pin signi1;ying completing

of his

associate degree in radiologic technology from Morehead State University.

As a

program graduate, Madden is now eligib':.to take the National Certification
...

Examinati(;m for Radiologic Technologists.

Graduating from MSU with honors, he

'
also received
a radiologic technology achievement award for the student with the
highest grade point average 811d was voted by his class to serve on the radiologi,c
technology advisory committee at MSU.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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CARTER COUNTY STUDENTS RECEIVE PINS FRCM MSU
'IWo Carter County students have received their pins signifying completion of ·
'

.

their associate degrees in radiologic technology from Morehead State University.
As program graduates, Jerrold Madden of Soldier, left, and Christina McGlone of

_Grayson are now eligible to talm the National Certification Examination for
!-

Radiologic Technologists.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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· PRES1DNSBURG STUDENT RECEIVES PINS 'FRC:M MSU
Tim Banks of Prestonsburg has received his pin. signifying completion of his associate

•

degree in radiologic technology from Moreh€1.d State University.

As. a program graduate,

Banks is now eligible to tw<e the National certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists,.
(W~U

photo by Ray Bradley)
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MORGAN CDUNTY STUDENTS RECEIVE-'I'INS FROM"MSU

Three Morgan County students have received their pins signifying completion of their

.

.

'

associate degrees in radiologic technology from Morehead State University.

As

program graduates, Bobby Adkins, Paige Holbrook and Kerr~ck Potter, all ,of West
•,,

-

.

Liberty, are now eligible to take the National Oertification Examiiiation for' Radiologic·
Technologj_sts.
(~~U

photo by Ray Bradley)
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ROWAN C:OUN'IY STUDENT RECEIVES PIN :FRai MSU
Lynda Norris of. Morehead has received her pin signifying completion of·her associate
degree in i·adiologic teclmology from MorGhead State University.

Graduating with

honors, Norris is now eligible to tall:e the National Certification Examination for

.

Technologists.
.-Radiologic
.
''.

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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FRCM MSU

MarCia Cooper of Vanceburg has received her ·pin. signifying completion of her
.·•

associate degree in radiologic technology from Morehead State University.

As a

program graduate, Cooper is now eligible to take.the National Certification Examination
•.

for Radiologic Tecbnologists ..
(~5U

photo by Ray Bradley)
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STUDENTS RECEIVE PINS FROM MSU

''

Melissa
have received thei·r. pin~
. .Back of Mariba and Tamni Pugh, of louisville
..
'

signifying completion of their associate degrees in r?-diologic technology froni_
Morehead State University.

As program graduates, they are now eligible to talm the

. .National Certification Examination for Radiologic Technologists.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
8-4-86djp
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IDUISA STUDENT RECEIVES PIN :FRCM MSU
-Sonya Burton of Louisa has received her pin signifying completion of her associate
·· degree in radiologic technology from Morehead State . University.

.

As a program graduate,
.

''

Burton is now eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic
Technologists,.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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RIPLEY STUDENT RECEIVES PIN FRC1\l MSU

Melissa. Haitz of Ripley, Ohio has received. her pin signifying completion of her
'
.
associate degree in radiologic technology from More~ead State University. As a
'

..

'

program graduate, Haitz is now eligible to take the Natipnal Certif.ication Examinatiort
for Radiologic Technologists.

'·'l

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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PIKE COUNTY STIIDENTS RECEIVE PINS FRQ\1 MSU

Three Pike County students have received
'

.

thei~

pins signifying completion of their

associate degrees in radiologic technology from Morehead State University.
.
.

As

program graduates, Katrina Chaney of Elld1orn City, left, Peggy Stepp of Johns Creek and ..
.

.

l ,'

Patricia Belcher of Ellrnorn City are now eligible to take .the National Certification
.Examination for Radiologic Technologists.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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Mr. OLIVEr STIJDENT RECEIVES PIN FROM MSU
Ann Morford of Mt. Olivet has received.her pin· signifying complet~on of an associate

·degree in radiologic teclmology from Morehead State University.

As·a program graduate,

Morford is now eligible to tal<e the National· Certification Examination .for Radiologic
Technologists_.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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PORTSMOU'TII STliDENT RECEIVES PIN FR0\1' MSU
Danny-Stevenson of Portsrrouth, Ohio, has received his pin signifying completior: of.
an associate degree in radiologic technology from Morehead State·University._ As a
program graduate, he is now eligible to take the National Certification Examii{ation
for Radiologic Technologists.
(MSU·photo by Ray Bradley)
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OHIO STUDENT RECEIVES PIN FRCM MSU
Marta Webb of Kitts Hill, Ohio, has received· her pin signifying completion of an
associate degree in radiologic technology from Morehead State University.

As a

program graduate, Webb is now eligible to" take the National Certification Exruninatiorr
for Radiol?gic Technologists.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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BAlli COUN'lY STUDENTS HECEIVE PINS FRClll 'MSU
Tw::> Bath County students have received their ..pins signifying completion of their
,

..

associate degrees in radiologic technology from

Morehe~d

State University.

As

program graduates, Karla Ginter of Preston-and Paula Roberts of Owingsville are now
··eligible to. take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic Technologists. ·
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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KNOIT COUN'IY STUDENT RECEIVES PIN FR(].1 MSU
Kenny Holbrook of Kite has received his pin signifying completion of an associate degree
in radiologic teclmology from Morehead State University.

Graduating :vi th honors,

Holbr:ook also was given an academic award for having one of
averages am:::mg radiologic technology graduates.

t~e

highest grade point

As a program graduate, he is now

eligible to take the National Certification Examination for Radiologic Technologists.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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Aug. 4, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--"I'm too old for college. I've been out of school too long
and I won't be able to make good grades. I have to take care of my family. There's
no way I can afford it."
Those are concerns often voiced by adults who would like to Parn a college
degree. Morehead State University officials believe they really are not stumbling
blocks to achieving a degree.
''Adults, who orginally feared the thought of coming back to school, are finding
they can make it academically, financially and socially at MSU," said Anna Mae
Riggle, counselor for MSU's non-traditional students.
''Nationwide, approximately 34 percent of college students are above the age of
25,'' Riggle said. "By 1990 that number will be closer to 50 percent,'' she added,
addributing this to several factors.
"The economy, new technology, job changes and changing roles for women in
today's society all play a part in the increasing number of older students at MSU,''
she noted. lvomen, as v1ell as men, are realizing the need for marketable skills,
Riggle said.
Last fall, ~SU's student population included 638 non-traditional students
a majority of them were full-time students and 60 percent were women.
Previously, MSU classified undergraduate students between ages 25 and 60 as
non-traditional; but this fall will begin including those adults age 23 in the
classification.
Not only do the older students fit in with the college atmosphere, they also
do well academically. "Our non-traditional students are among our best achievers.
Last fall, 62 percent of them had at least a 3.0 grade point average and 23 percent
had 4.0 grade point averages.
Financial pressure i~ another concern for many non-traditional students. ''We
try to help our students find solutions and alternatives to meet their financial
needs," said Tim Rhodes director of financial aid. "HSU offers a variety of programs
for all students, and Pell Grants and Guaranteed Student Loans are still available
to eligible students for the fall semester."
(f~ORE)

Non-traditional students
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Ruby Riffe, Louisa freshman and mother of two children, said she wasn't sure
she could meet all the challenges of being a mom and a student--especially since
she had been out of school for 13 years. "I 1~asn' t sure I could make it, financially,"
Riffe said. "This is the first time I've been on my own."
After being a housewife for 11 years, Riffe, 30, and her h1o children, ages 8
and 12, moved into MSU's campus housing, and she began pursuing a secondary teaching
II
certificate in math. Riffe said she has enjoyed her life at MSU so much that she hopes!
to complete a doctorate degree someday. "r~SU has so much to offer for me and my
children, and I know I can make it,'' she said.
Louisa junior biology major, Reva Ford had similar thoughts about MSU's
opportunities for non-traditional students. Recently remarried, Ford came to MSU
three years ago as a single parent tlith two children, now ages 8 and 5. She said 11SU
has been good for her children by giving them access to facilities they might not
otherwise be able to enjoy.
"MSU has an I.D. card system for a student's spouse and children so they also
can attend ba 11 games, movies and other activities sponsored by the University,"
Ford sci d. "~1y kids also have asccess to the University's indoor pool, library and
arcade."
Greenup sophomore Deborah Morrison, 34, is studying speech at MSU, lives on- ,
campus tlith l1er 10-year-old daughter, has a work-study job at the University and is
helping start a new organization at MSU for non-traditional students. This group will
include non-traditional students and married, as nell as single parent students,
c:,ccot·Ji ::g to !'iorri son.
Morrison said that the older students also need social activities to fit their
busy schedules. ''MSU's counseling center along with campus tutoring services are
great for helping get back into the swing of being a student again,'' Morrison said.
1':
''We hope our new organization also will help non-traditional students learn from
1
others by spending time together and sharing experiences.''
MSU's fall semester begins with registration Aug. 25-26, and classes begin
Wednesday, Aug. 27.
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NON-TRADITIONi\T.• STI.J111':NT /1ND Di\UG!Yl'ER ENJOY _MSU' S LII3M11Y

D2borah Morrison o:r

Gn~cnup,

,.; gill., and her da.ughter Mi.rand:l, 10, examine a book

Trom the children's sect:i.on oJ Morehead State University's C1mden-Ca.rroll Library .

... --' .. ·

j, non-traditional sophonxwe speech major ·at MSU, Morrison :i.s helping start
I -·

_l,

·.group for MSU's non-tradi.t:i.onal students, who are ages 23-60.

; ··.·:~

a support

She and Miranda, a

fifth grader at Morehead Grade School, live on campus in University housing.
· (MSU photo by Hay Draclley)
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Aug. 4, 1986
FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University will conduct a Summer Orientation,
Advising and Registration (SOAR) session Friday, Aug. 15, for all freshmen and transfer
students who recently were admitted to the University and for those who were unable
to attend previous SOARs.
"The day is actually designed as a mini-SOAR program for new students and their
parents,'' said Bruce Heasley, acting director of admi~sions. "Our earlier sessions
were extremely popular with both students and their parents, so we scheduled this
extra one."
SOAR acquaints new students and their parents with MSU's academic programs,
student services and campus life. Check-in for parents and students for this session
will be from 9 to 10 a.m. at MSU's Laughlin Health Building.
Welcoming students to campus will be Dr. Gary Grace, vice president for student
development, and Porter Dailey, vice president for fiscal and administrative services,
will explain campus services.
The parents' program calls for them to spend the morning hearing about University
support services and getting an academic overview from Dr. Roberta Anderson, vice
president for academic affairs.
After lunch, students and parents will return to their respective groups. Students
will spend the afternoon with academic advisers and pre-register for fall classes,
while parents will learn about University support services and campus life.
Students and parents interested in attending this SOAR session should call MSU's
Office of Admissions toll-free, l-800-262-7474 in Kentucky or 1-800-354-2090 out-ofstate.
''Students who have not chosen a college but are interested in HSU are encouraged
to call our office if they have questions,'' Heasley added. "There is still time to
apply for admission, and some Pell Grants and Guaranteed Student Loans are available
to eligible students."
The fall semester begins with registration Aug. 25-26, and classes start
Wednesday, Aug. 27. Additional information about admission for the fall semester is
available by calling either of the above toll-free numbers.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Camden-Ca.rroll Library recently

"

received.high commendations for its Government Documents Collection.

,.
'

f

1
'

.

After an inspection by the federal government, MSU's collection received an

f .,..

;

excellent rating--the highest possible--in four bf seven areas:

;:; ·-:~~·;lt~jl\il~~t~te~~~S~·
1

t.

organization,

'

service to the public and depository cooperation, according to Larry X.

'ii!l-:·!.t<~Besant;·director

·~ ; ·\. l]:l

of Libraries.

The collection al,so received second hi'ghest ratings

! :' ': : . ·•.'

1 > •·i:''·'·:··v·''·''for· depository collections and space standards.

I ..

.

"HSU is extremely pleased and

J:
I•

prou~

to have this collection rated so highly by

the federal Office of the Superintendent of Documents," Besant said.

''We especially

'

appreciate the hard work and determination of the library staff responsible for this
co.ll ecti on."

t:[''·+nr,L',· "This is the highest rating t~SU has been given since becoming a depository in
:11::. 11~::':·,!:t:\{9 155,'.!:.said Margaret Davis, documents librarian. "~Je are pleased with this rating

1

~:1 : . ::·.
~

j)r'.

1

. , i:.. -.~frr; .• ,_ .

• :• •.

..

.

and want to continue enhancing our collection."
-~ -:·;~~- :j ..........;~;~.--~~ r!.~~. .; ..~i<l t;.:::.::...:o~~ ., ~~:..:,t.....,:.-1.
.
1
· For the past 31 years, MSU' s 1 i bra ry has been a se 1 ect i ve depository for documents.
,.

r·

..

I,

published by the federal government, according to Charles Meade, supervisor of
government documents and microforms.
1·

. ~ ..·

. •· ,

"The idea of a depository goes back to Thomas Jefferson's idea on an informed

·p~blic," Meade explained.
':¢-'li~,. r.'. '· ! ·! · ' .

---~

:.; funds are used and what the government is doing."

~J~;~l';:h::~\.j:~]~\Hlr~~':·M'~'fi~''T~i'a·the

1r ·~~--·-.~n--top.i.cs:.such....as
· ··
"

'

:·

farming, health and welfare, coal, educati-on and _commerce.

·information is available by ca]]ing 783 '061.

I.

'';;

libr:ary receives about one-third of all availablP. documents 11nd

Government documents are located on the fourth floor of the l1brary.

1'·

,.'·

''Through documents, the public can be informed of how
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July 31, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
'

i~OREHEAD,

·

Ky.--i•iorehead State University's Adron Dor.an University Cente1·

Cafe't.eria will be closed Aug. 10-23, according to Jean i·lells, acting director of
food services.
''

1.

"We have scheduled this two-vteek closing in order to prepare for the opening

i

of the 1986 Fall Semester,'' Wells said.
The cafeteria will re-open, beginning

1~ith

brunch at 9 a.m. Sunday, Aug. 24,

and operate on a regular schedule throughout the semester.
Wells, who retired January 1985 from MSU's food services staff, will serve as
acting director until a permanent director is found, according to Porter Dailey,
vice president for administrative and fiscal services.
"We are extremely pleased that Mrs. Wells has agreed to come out of retirement
to assist the university and we know that her many friends on campus and in the
commun.ity will vtant to 1·1elcome her back," Dailey said.
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PLANS

Jean Wells, acting director of food services at Morehead ·state University, left,
discusses;plans for the fall with ADUC cafeteria staff member Mavery Riggs.
I

''
.t.
.,.

prepares for the opening of a new school year .
.)~

''

,. · · :(MSUphoto by Ray Bradley)
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cafeteria will be closed from Aug. 10 through Aug. 23 as the food services staff
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August 4, 1986
FOR IMf•lEDIATE RELEASE
!~ORE HEAD,

Ky.--The East Kentucky Sma 11 Business Deve 1opment Center of

l·~orehead

State University wi 11 conduct a marketing and advertising workshop in f·1t. Sterling,
on Aug. 14, in the City Council Chambers above the Police Department from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
Topics· to be covered include an overview of marketing, pricing, advertising,
and strategy.

The workshop is intended for small business owners and for those

contemplating going into a small business.

The U.S. Small Business Administration

is a co-sponsor of the workshop.
A $10 registration fee will be charged to cover the cost of printed materials.
Additional information and registration materials are available from Jerry Gouge
or Barney Davis, EKSBDC, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351, or by calling 606-783-2077.
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LAKCYrA BAND MEMBERS ATTEND CAMP AT MSU
Lakota High School band rrembers recently spent a week at Morehead State University's
band camp rehearsing selections for their fall season:

Jack Elgin, Lakota band director

and MSU alurma, directs band members during an indoor practice.

Lakota· band ll1Enlbers

· were anont ·975 Kentucky and Ohio band students attending camps this sunrner at. MSU.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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Aug. 5, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--District C of the Kentucky Home Economics Association will
hold its first meeting at Morehead State University on Aug. 11.
Previously meeting only once a year as a state organization, KHEA has
been divided into three districts which will hold gatherings in their
respective areas in addition to the state meeting each spring, according to
Carolyn Taylor, assistant professor of home economics at MSU.
"District C encompasses 65 counties east of Lexington," said Tina Sandy
of Fayette County, district president. "All Eastern Kentucky home economists,
with degrees in.that field or a related field, are cordially invited to attend
the meeting and KHEA membership is not necessary," she added.
Beginning with registration at 9 a.m., the meeting will be held on the
third floor of MSU's Adron Doran University Center.
After a welcome to campus by MSU President A.D. Albright, participants will
hear from Dr. Lena Bailey, dean of the College of Home Economics at Ohio State
University.
An MSU alumna,
Dr. Bailey will speak. onI "Insights: The Future of Home
.
Economics." A distinguished graduate, Bailey has received several MSU honors
including a Hall of Fame Award from the Alumni Association in 1979.
After lunch, Dr. Robert Bodkin, president of Midway College, will speak
on career potentials for women.
Registration for the meeting is $10. Additional information is available
by calling MSU's Department of Home Economics at (606) 783-2966.
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•

'i:)•IOREHEAD,, Ky.--t1orehead State Unive-sity's Department. of Nursing and Allied
He~lth Scien~es
1 i

,'.·~ .:· .'_ ·. ·. ,:

.

W
~
.

·c·.- .t :r ..
I

: :.... ''
~

3:30:to 7 p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 20, at f•1ary Chiles Hospital, 1•1t. Sterling.

.•

t,_iJ_··..··.·...••

'

~-

~

will offer a workshop for nurses on their role in adoption from

.

I~1cNabb,

.,.,_.,_',Lirda
t1SU clinical instructor of nursing and obstetric unit -manager at
Mary,C_h.ile.s,,,Hospital,
and George 11oore, Mt. Sterling lav1yer, \till conduct the one-·
i .. 1:·' i ·.·" • ' .

., .

day v1orkshop.

l: .•.·. ·' ' ..· ' ' l .._: .. ' ~

~he workshop will provide information on the nurse's role as it relates to

'·

counseling, decision making and emotional support for both the biological parents
and the adoptive parents, according to Pauline Ramey, coordinator of Nursing and
·Allied Health Education.
"This program is designed to provide nurses with information on the legal and
··:

.:

:·;-;.

/: ..;·n.:!.

. moral issues surrounding adoption," Ramey said.

\<f,j,' 1 f';.;

· .,.,

1

lspecific topics to be discussed

~·"'·'-;..,;.~~.~,.lega,J.,and .. emotiona 1

includ~

the law as it regards adoption and the

rights of the adopted chi 1d.

Registered nurses will receive three contact hours credit from MSU for

I.

in the workshop, which is approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing.

participatin~

Registered

nurses will be asked to furnish their n ;·sing licenses and Social Security numbers
'

'·

I';'

..

in order to receive continuing education credit.

;·
,1 . •

: '

l

·'

It;}.'·<;~:

r>ii/;..

;> The 'fee for this workshop

is $10.

Additjonal information is available by

·, . calling (606) 783-2632.
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Aug. 7, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Richard J. ,Dandeneau, chair of Horehead State University's
Department of Communications, has been awarded voting membership on the Kentucky
Weekly Newspaper Association (KWNA) Board of Directors.
Dr. Dandeneau, who has been MSU's liaison with KWNA for the past five years,
recently was elected to this position by the KWNA

board.

Morehead State serves as the state headquarters for KWNA which includes 30member newspapers.
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Aug. 9, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University envisions participation in its
Kentucky Beginning Teacher Internship Program doubling this year.
"Last year we had 175 interns from our service region participate in the
program," said Dr. George Troutt, MSU's coordinator of teacher in-service education_
"Hith a cap on the number of students allo11ed per classroom resulting in an
increased demand for more teachers, we expect the number of interns to exceed 300
this year," Dr. Troutt added.
According to Bridget Brock of Rowan County, who interned last year, the
experience was very rewarding.
"The program was very he 1pful to me," said Brock, v1ho taught at f4orehead Grade
School under the supervision of resource teacher Joanne Setser and principal Gary
Trent.
"With it being a new program, I didn't know what to expect,'' she added.

''But

the observations and evaluations, pointing out my teaching strengths and weaknesses,
gave me a chance to make changes," Brock said.
"Throughout the year, interns are in close contact with their peers," said
Dr. Troutt.

"A resource teacher observes his teaching abilities and confers with

him outside the classroom for a total of 50 hours.

Observation is also done four

times by his principal and a university person.
"The intern is evaluated by each of these persons," continued Dr. Troutt.
"The evaluations are very detailed and designed to chart his professional growth."
"My resource teacher helped me a iot," ·said Brock.
materials.

"We exchanged information and

Being new, I didn't know what questions to ask, or who to ask, but with

her being in such close contact, I had someone to call on."
(MORE)

KBTIP
2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Morehead State University, one of seven regional training centers, is
responsible for the new certification program in the 31 school districts in its
22 county service region.
Another MSU Intern, Michael Eugene Stanley of Catlettsburg, was Invited to
make a presentation at the Kentucky Education Association's summer meeting in
Louisville regarding his impressions of the Internship program.
Under legislation enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly, participation in
the one-year internship is required for certification.

Now in its second year, the

program is designed to assist first-year teachers in becoming more effective classroom
teachers.

The program also enables experienced teachers and administrators to

determine if beginning teachers are capable and suitable to pursue teaching as a
career.
"A major impact of the program is the additional year of teacher training that
is no\'1 required," said Dr. Troutt.

"H01:ever, it has placed certification of beginning

teachers in the hands of the public schools.•
Interns are full-time employees of their respective school systems.

They are

on contract status, receive retirement eligibility and benefits, and the internship
year is also counted as teaching experience.
Results of the overall evaluation of MSU's 1986 KBTIP stated that the new
program helped build confidence through positive feedback, according to Dr. Troutt.
Dr. Troutt is conducting workshops in the service region during the summer to
train additional educators to participate in the internship program.

He.estimates

there will be 4,000 participate In the training by the end of the 86-87 school year.
The workshops, funded by the state, are open to participation by principals,
resource teachers, superintendents, and the public domain.
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION
EVENT:

Field day·at MSU's Mountaintop Agricultural Complex

DATE:

Thursday, Aug. 21, 1986

SITE:

Martin County, nine miles southeast of Inez

SPEAKERS: Kentucky Secretary of Energy George Evans
MSU Board of Regents Chairman Louie B. Nunn
MSU President A.D. Albright
A national model in surface-mined land reclamation, the complex was launched
four years ago as a joint venture of Martiki Coal Corp., Pocahontas Development
Corp., and MSU's Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

Today 350 acres

of plateau-mined land have been reclaimed for agriculture uses and the field day
represents the first time the complex has been open to the general public.
Field Day activities begin with registration at noon, followed by tours of the
complex.
Transportation from MSU's campus to the complex will be provided for media
representatives desiring it.

Those wishing to reserve space are requested to call

the Office of Public Information, (606) 783-2030, by noon Monday, Aug. 18. Th~
departure time from campus will be 9 a.m. from the Adron Doran University Cent~r.
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Aug. 11, 1986
SPECIAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEWS
MOREHEAD, Ky.--What better way to learn about being a police officer than to
experience the job first-hand?
That's the theory behind the sixth annual Regional Law Enforcement Conference
and Competition recently held at Morehead State University.
Co-sponsored by NSU and the Morehead City Police Department, the conference
and competition brought more than 110 young men Bnd women from nine Law Enforcement
Explorer Posts in Kentucky and Tennessee to MSU to explore careers in law enforcement
through presentations, demonstrations and participation as police officers .
. Although the guns were actually water pistols and the crimes were simulated,
the 10 Morehead particip~nts learned that even training for law enforcement is much
more difficult than the overage game of cops and robbers.
"We hap 10 young men ages 14 to 21 years o1 d sponsored by the Norehead post,"
said Roger Holbrook, manilger of security special services for MSU's Office of Safety
and Security. "We simuluted five crimes and let each post use its expertise in
handling the,cases."
Not only did the nine posts have to solve the crime, the members had to use
i professional methods and handle each situation as if it were real and possibly dangerous.
Holtrrook explained: "One of the c1·imes which we simulated was a felony traffic
stop with each post taking turns solving the crime. A University police officer and
a city police officer pretended to be armed robbers who had kidnapped a man and
stolen his car. The participants had to handle everything from taking the call, to
stopping the car, to arresting the robbers.''
In addition, each post was judged on its techniques in handling each of the
crimes.
Although the main ihrust of the conference/competition was learning about careers,
participants said they also learned muci: about themselves and others.
''The explorers is a good program for young people interested in law enforcement
because you get a first-hand look at wh~= really goes on in police work," said Brent
Jaynes, 20. He's the son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jaynes of Morehead.
Now in his. fifth year with this conference, Jaynes, a junior at MSU, is chief of
the Morehead Explorers p,,st. Impressed with what he's learned, he hopes to pursue
a career in law enforcem-~nt.
( i~ORE)

Explorer conference and competition
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2

For another participant, the explorer conference is helping him prepare for his
future goal--to work as a police officer.
John Holloway, sophomore sociology major at MSU, attended his fourth such
conference this year and also served as lieutenant for the Morehead post. Minoring
in corrections at MSU, Holloway hopes to be a city or· campus polite officer after he
graduates from r"su.
"As an explorer I've learned being a police officer is a little different than I
had expected," he said. "There're a lot more hours involved in the training to learn
how to handle each situation.''
.
Ho 11 away said he had also learned about team work during the conference.
"I've gained experience in law enforcement, but I've also learned respect and.
the importance of unity between officers," said Hollowaj, the 18-year-old son of
Elizab~th Holloway.
Another participant who's been with the explorers for three years said he also
'thinks the conference has made him a better person. "I have much more confidence in
myself and my abilities," said Neal Bailey, a senior at Rowan County High School.
AlthoUbh Bailey has not decided if he wants to pursue a career in law enforcement,
he said that after he returns from his ..• ,rvice in the army he may consider becoming
a police officer.
''Through the competition and working closely with others, I've learned more
·,about other people as v1ell as myself," said Bailey, the son of C.J. and Bonnie Bailey
'of Horehead.
The'other l•lorehead explorers and their parents are Lavern Brovm, son of Vern an·d
Betty Jo Brown; Rusty Hall, son of William and Rita Hall; Roger Holbrook, son of Roger
Holbrook Sr. and Karen Holbrook; Bryan Christy, son of Billy and Beverly Christy; Dale
Johnson, son of Ricky and Vicki Johnson; Rick Sawaya, son of Rick Sawaya Sr. and Jackie
Sawaya~ and Johnny Adams, son of Ed and Cloa Adams.
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ASSESSING SITUATION

Approaching a room where there may be danger are, from left, Lavern llrown,
Rusty Hall, Brent Jaynes and Johnny Adams,. all of Norehead.
(HSU photo by Rosemary Slone)
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PRACTICE ARREST TECHNIQUES
Four members of the Morehead post practice handcufftng two explorers from other
posts.

Dale Johnson, left, and Bryan Christy, far right., watch as John Holloway,

center left, and Rick Sawaya arrest Kevin Keith of Knox County, Tenn. and Charles
Peters of Somerset.
(MSU photo by Rosemary Slone)
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REGIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE
Ten young men from Morehead recently attended the sixth annual Regional Law
Enforcement Conference and Competition which provides youth the opportunity to
explore career opportunities in law enforcement.

Co-sponsored by Morehead State

University and the Morehead City Police Department, the competition included 110
explorers from nine posts in Kentucky and Tennessee.

The r1orehead Explorers were,

front row from left, Lavern Brown, Rusty Hall, Roger Holbrook, Neal Bailey and
Hryan Christy; second row, John Hol 1oway, Brent Jaynes, Dale Johnson, Rick
and Johnny Adams.
U1SU photo by Rosemary Slone)
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Aug. ll , 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Office of Extended Campus Programs
will offer more than 65 courses at six regional centers in Eastern Kentucky this
fall.
''These are off-campus courses which the University brings into the region,
making them more accessible to students who need additional coursework but are
unable to come to campus," said George Eyster, director of r~su' s extended campus
programs.
The regional centers are located in Ashland, Jackson, Maysville, Pikeville,
Prestonsburg, and Whitesburg. Currently mail-in registration is under vtay and Hill
continue through Aug. 26.
Primarily graduate level courses, off-campus offerings are available in a
variety of disciplines including education, management, geography, history, physical
education, mathematics and other sciences.
Specific information on courses may be obtained by calling the regional
coordinators:
--Ashland, Ray McCann, Ashland Board of Education, (606) 329-9777;
--Jackson, Loretta Lykins, Lees Junior College, (606) 666-7521;
--14aysville, David Kraemer, Maysville Community College, (606) 759-7141;
--Pikeville, Katherine Sohn, Appalachian Graduate Consortium, (606) 432-9212;
--Prestonsburg, James Ratcliff, Prestonsburg Community College, (606) 886-3863;
--Whitesburg, Truman Halcomb, Letcher County Board of Education, (606) 633-4426.
On-site registration Hill be conducted on Monday, Aug. 25, at each of the
centers frco 5 to 7 ~.~ .• and off-campus classes ~ill begin on Tuesdoy, Sept. 2.
Effective this fall, all out-of-state students taking classes at MSU's regional
centers are eligible for in-state tuition rates. Graduate students will pay $63
per credit hour, and undergraduate students will pay $43 per credit hour.
Specific information and registration forms are available at each regional
center or may be obtained by calling MSU's Office of Graduate and Special Academic
Programs toll-free, l-800-262~2044.
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Aug. 11, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University will offer 24 classes in Ashland during
· the fall semester.
Primarily graduate courses, these classes are designed for students who are
unable to come to MSU's campus, said George Eysier, director of MSU's Office of
Extended_Campus Programs.

Mail-in registration is currently under way and will

continue through Aug. 26.

Registration information night will be

fro~

5 to 7 ·p.m.

Aug. 25 at Ashland Community College (ACC).
The schedule includes:

'

ACCJ 528, Governmental Accounting, (Aug. 30-Sept. 27) Fridays, 6-9 p.m.,
and Saturdays, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., ACC.
ACCT 600, Survey of Accounting, Thursdays, ACC.
BSED 630, Business Communications Management, Tuesdays, ACC.
ECON' 661, Managerial Economics, Wednesdays, ACC.
EDAD 628,. School Law, Mondays, Central Office Building (COB).
ED'EL 630, Curriculum Constructi"n, Mondays, COB.
"EDF 610, Advanced Human Growth and Development, Wednesdays, COB.
EDGC 656, Principles of Guidance, Tuesdays, COB.
EDSE 634, Secondary School Curriculum, Wednesdays, COB.
EDSE 683, The American Secondary School, Thursdays, COB.
ENG 544, American Folklore, Mondays, ACC.
FIN 660, Financial Management, Thursdays, ACC.
GCT 399, Capstone in Drafting, 5-8 p.m., Mondays, TBA.
GEO 500, Soviet Union, Thursdays, ACC.
HLTH 508, Principles of General School Safety, Thursdays, ACC.
MNGT 306, Production Management, (Nov. 8-Dec. 13), Fridays, 6-9 p.m.,
and Saturdays, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., ACC.
MNGT 463, Law and Ethics in Business, (Oct. 4-Nov. 1), Fridays 6-9 p.m.,
and Saturdays, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., ACC.
(MORE)

Off-Campus Classes
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
600,
MNGT 619,
MNGT 620,
PSY 590,
REC 625,
SCI 570'
voc 640,
~INGT

Survey of Nanagement and 11arketi ng, 11ondays, ACC.
Business Policy and Strategy, Mondays, ACC.
Quantitative Business Analysis, Tuesdays, ACC.
Abnormal Psychology, Mondays, COB.
Community/School Recreation, Thursdays, Ace:
Earth Science, Thursdays, ACC.
Administration and Supervision of Vocational Education, Tuesdays, TBA.

Except where noted, classes will meet from 6 to 8:30 p.m. beginning with
Tuesday night classes on Sept. 2.
Effective this fall, all out-of-state students taking classes at MSU's offcampus centers will be eligible for in-state

tui~ion

rates.

Graduate· students will

pay·$~3 per credit hour, and undergraduate students will pay $43 per credit hour.

Specific information on courses is available by calling Ray 1-kCann, Ashland
Board of Education, (606) 329-9777, or MSU's Office of Graduate and Special Academic
\1

Programs toll-free, 1-800-262-2044 .
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Aug. ll, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University will offer 17 graduate courses at
- Prestonsburg Community College during the fall semester.
Mail-in registration for the evening classes will be accepted through Aug. 26,
and on-site registration will be conducted on Aug. 25 from 5 to 7 p.m., according
to George Eyster, director of extended campus programs.
Unless otherwise noted, classes will meet fcom 6 to 8:30 p.m. beiinning with
Tuesday night classes on Sept. 2.
The schedule includes:
537, Ornithology, (begins Aug. 29 and includes five weekends), Fridays,
6-9 p.m., and Saturdays, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
EDAD 628, School Law, Wednesdays.
EDAD' 660, Supervision, Mondays .
. I
EDAH 651, Human Development in Adulthood, Thursdays.
EDEL 632, Elementary School Curriculum, Wednesdays.
EDF 600, Research Methods in Education, Thursdays.
'
"EDGC
580, Measurement Principles and Techniques, Tuesdays.
EDGC 666A, Techniques of Counseling (Elementary Schools), Mondays.
EDGC 6668, Techniques of Counseling (Secondary Schools), ~1ondays.
EDGC 666C, Techniques of Counseling (Community Agencies), Mondays.
EDSE 634, Secondary School Curriculum, Mondays.
EDSE 683, The American Secondary School, Tuesdays.
EDSP 553, Curriculum for Secondary Exceptional Children, Mondays.
HLTH 518, Use and Abuse of Drugs, Thursdays.
MNGT 619, Business Policy and Strategy, Mondays.
PSY 600, Brain and Behavior, Tuesdays.
REC 625, Community School Recreation, Thursdays.
EDEL 228, Literature and Materials for Children, Thursdays.
BID~

\

I

(MORE)

Off-Campus Classes
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Effective this fall, all out-of-state students taking classes at MSU's offcampus centers will be eligible for in-state tuition rates.

Graduate students will

pay $63 per credit hour, and undergraduate ·students will pay $43 per credit hour.
Specific information on the classes and registration procedures may be obtained
by calling the regional coordinator James Ratcliff at (606) 886-3863, or MSU's Office
of Graduate and Special Academic Programs toll-free, l-800-262-2044.
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Aug. 11, 1986
FOR I~1MEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--r•1orehead State University will offer five graduate level classes
··_at Maysville Community College during the fall semester.
Mail-in registration will be accepted through Aug. 26, according to George
Eyster, director of

~1SU's

extended campus programs._

On-site registration for the

evening c-lasses will be conducted from 5 to 7 p.m. on Aug. 25.
The class offerings include:
EDEL
EDEL
EDSE
EDSP
PSY

632,
680,
634,
601,
590,

Elementary School Curriculum, Thursdays.
History and the Philosophy of Education, Mondays.
Secondary School Curriculum, Wednesdays.
Survey of Exceptional ,:hildren, Tuesdays.
Abnormal Psychology, Tuesdays.

Classei are scheduled to meet from 6 to 8:30 p.m. beginning with Tuesday
night classes on Sept. 2.
\

I

Effe~tive

this fall, all out-of-state students taking classes at MSU's off-

campus·centers will be eligible for in-state tuition rate.

Graduate students will

pay $63 per credit hour, and undergraduate students will pay $43 per credit hour.
Specific information on the classes and registration procedures may be obtained
by calling the regional coordinator David Kraemer at (606) 759-7141, or MSU's Office
of Graduate and Special Academic Programs toll-free, 1-800-262-2044.
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Aug. 11, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
~10REHEAD,

Ky. --~1orehead State University wi 11 offer six graduate courses at

·· West Hhitesburg Elementary School during the fall semester.
Mail-in registration will be accepted through Aug. 26, and on-site registration
will be conducted on Aug. 25 from 5 to 7 p.m., according to George Eyster, director
of MSU's extended campus programs.
Classes are scheduled to meet from 6 to 8:30 p.m. beginning with ·Tuesday night
classes on Sept. 2.
The course offerings are:
630, Curriculum Construction, Wednesdays.
EDF. 600, Research Methods in Education, Tuesdays.
HLTH 508, General School Safety, Thursdays.
'
PHE~ 1 608, Analysis of Motor Skills, Thursdays.
PSY 600, Brain and Behavior, Tuesdays.
GEQ 550, Geography for Teachers, Thursdays.
EDE~

\

1

)

·Ej'fective this fall, all out-of-state students taking classes at MSU's offcampus centers will be eligihle for in-state tuition rates.

Graduate students will

pay $63 per credit hour, and undergraduate sutdents will pay $43 per credit hour.
Specific information on the classes and registration procedures may be obtained

by calling the local coordinator at the Letcher County Board of Education at (606)
633-4426, or MSU's Office of Graduate and Special Academic Programs toll-free, 1-8002044.
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Aug ll, 1986
FOR INMEDIATE RELEASE

.

MOREHEAD, Ky. --t·1orehead State University will offer ·five graduate 1eve 1
·classes in Jackson during the fall semester.
Mail-in registration will be accepted through Aug. 26, according to George
Eyster, director of MSU's extended campus programs.

On-site registration for the

evening classes will be at Lees Junior College (LJC) from 5 to 7 p.m. on Monday,
Aug. 25.
The schedule includes:
EDAD 645, Principles of Education Administration, Mondays, Jackson
High School {JHS).
;:!

EDEL 627, Reading in the Elementary School, f1ondays, JHS.
EDSE 683, The American Secondary School, Wednesdays, JHS.
'

EDUC.582, Discipline/Classroom Management, Wednesdays, LJC.

.

\

HLTH 508, General School Safety, Thursdays, LJC .
Classes are scheduled to meet from 6 to 8:30 p.m. beginning with Tuesday
night classes on Sept. 2.
Effective this fall, all out-of-state students taking classes at MSU's offcampus centers will be eligible for in-state tuition rates.
~ay

Graduate students will

$63 per credit hour, a"d undergraduate students will ~ay $43 per credit hour.
Specific information on the classes and registration procedures may be obtained

by calling the regional coordinator Loretta Lykins at (606) 666-7521, or MSU's
Office of Graduate and Special Academic

~rograms

####
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Aug. 11, 1986
FOR IMf~EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University will offer ll graduate courses at
Pikeville College during the fall semester.
Mail-in registration for the evening classes will be accepted through Aug. 26,
and on-site regsitration is scheduled for Monday, Aug. 25, from 5 to 7 p.m.,
according· to George Eyster, director of MSU's extended campus programs.
Classes are scheduled to meet from 6 to 8:30 p.m. beginning with Tuesday night
classes on Sept. 2.
The schedule includes:
ACCT 611,
EDAD 691,
EDEL,627,
EDEL•630,
EDEL 680,
ED~ 610;
. EDGC 656,
EDSE 634,
GEO 502,
HLTH 518,
PHED 604,

\

Accounting Analysis for Decision Making, Tuesdays.
School and the Public, Tuesdays.
Reading in the Elementary School, Tuesdays.
Curriculum Construction, Thursdays.
l:li story and the Philosophy of Education, Mondays.
Advanced Human Growth and Development, Wednesdays .
Principles of Guidance, Wednesdays.
Secondary School Curri cul urn, Mondays.
Geography Factors and Concepts, Thursdays.
Use and Abuse of Drugs, Thursdays.
History and Principles of Physical Education, Thursdays.

Effective this fall, all out-of-state students taking classes at MSU's offcampus centers will be eligible for
pa~

in-s~ate

tuition rates.

Graduate students will

$63 per credit hour, and undergraduate students will pay $43 per credit hour.
Specific information on the classes and registration procedures may be obtained

by calling the regional coordinator Katherine Sohn at (606) ·432-9371, or MSU's
Office of Graduate and Special Academic Programs toll-free, 1-800-262-2044.
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Aug. 11, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
f~OREHEAD,

Ky.--Appearances by tall timber topper Dennis Butler

~till

hi9hlight

the 1986 Kentucky Logging Show scheduled Sept. 20-21 at Morehead State University's
Derrickson Agricultural Complex, three miles north of Morehead on Ky. 377.
A native of Oregon, the 26-year-old Butler has been competing professionally for
the past six years and holds the Indoor Speed Climbing World Championship, setting
a record for climbing 80 feet in 20:47 seconds.
He also holds the Canadian Record, Labatts World Tree Climbing Championship
for 100 feet in 28:99 seconds and set another world record of 31:72 seconds for
climbing 100 feet up a bark tree which earned him the Timber Carnival World Championship.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Forest Industries Association (KFIA) and MSU, the show
spotlights Kentucky's forest products industry.
Displays of the latest in logging equipment and other forest products industry
supplies, lumberj~ck contests, loader and skidder competitions and other exhibits will
be featured both days of the

sho~1.

Other highlights include a horse pulling contest on Saturday and the Kentucky
lumberjack events and mule pulling competition on Sunday.

Butler, who will perform

both days of the show, will demonstrate several aspects of tall timber topping in
addition to speed climbing.
"We view the Kentucky Logging Show not only as a showcase for the forest
products industry, but a1so as a family event, featuring entertainment for a 11 ages,"
said Harry Ryan, KFIA executive director.
(more)

KY Logging Show
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
The show is being held concurrently with the Kentucky Harvest and Hardwood
Festival which features an arts and crafts fair, a quilt and afghan display, hot
air balloon rides, demonstrations of the Kentucky long rifle and a show by the
Olympic Archers.

Also contests for liars and fiddlers are scheduled as well as

musical entertainment.
The festival will be held in downtown f1orehead and at the Trademore Center.
Plans are being made for shuttle service between the two locations and the Agricultural
Complex, according to Ryan.
Admission to the Kentucky Logging Show is $3 for adults and $1 for schoo 1
age children.

The admission covers a full day's activities on the show grounds.

Free parking will be available for the show activities.
Additional information on the Kentucky Logging Show is available from Ryan,
KFIA, 310 Kings Daughters Drive #7, Frankfort, KY
####
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TALL TIMBER TOPPER AT LOGGING SHOW

.

Tall timbet· topper Dennis Butler of Grc· ts Pass, Ore._, will be on.e of many features
at the Kentucky Logging Show scheduled for Sept. 20-21 at.Morehead State University's
·· Derrickson Agricultural Complex, three miles north of Morehead on Ky. 377. ·A'
showcase for the state's forest products industry, the Kentucky Logging Show is cosponsored by the Kentucky Forest Industries Association (KFIA) and Morehead State.
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Aug. 14, 1986
Special to The Daily Independent
SEPTEI~BER

EVENTS SCHEDULED AT I·IOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

Sept. 3
Council on Higher Education campus forum, University Center (ADUC), l p.m.
Sept. 4
MSU Student Association Concert: Kool Ray and The Polaroidz with the
Fabulous Thunderbirds, Academic Athletic Center (AAC), 8 p.m.
Sept. 13
.l·1~U

Football:

Eagles vs. James J'.ladison, Jayne Stadium, 7 p.m.

Sept. 17
Arts in t·1orehead Exelbirt Lecture:
Auditorium, 10:20 a.m.

Journalist Harrison Salisbury, Button

Sept. 19
MSU Board of Regents, ADUC, 10 a.m.
Sept. 19-21,
Kentucky Harvest and Hardwood Festival,

do1mto~m

Norehead and Trademore Center.

Sept. 20-21
Kentucky Logging Shm·1, Derrickson Agricultural Complex.
Sept. 26-28
Parents Weekend at MSU
Sept. 27
MSU Football:

Eagles vs. Kentucky State, Jayne Stadium, 7 p.m.
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Aug_ 15, 1986
FOR IMI•1EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky _--Morehead State University is i ntens i fyi ng its efforts to recruit
outstanding students in the high schools and two-year colleges of 22 counties in
Eastern Kentucky.
MSU President A-D- Albright

h~s

announced that, effective this fall, the top

two graduates of each of the 47 high schools and four colleges who enroll at MSU will
be guaranteed major academic scholarships.
"We are pleased to redirect. our attention to our own service region in this
effort to attract the best and brightest students to 1'1orehead State University,"
Dr. Albright said_

''We hope to recruit the valedictorian and salutatorian from each

school and will be striving to attract as many of the other outstanding students as
possible_"
The MSU president said the new aid program, to

b~

known as ''Regional Honors

Scholarships," is- being offered in addition to the other academic grants now available
at MSU_

The top student will receive a renewable scholarship valued at $2,000 yearly

and the next student in academic standing will receive a renewable grant worth $1,800
yearly_
The new scholarships are available to graduates in the Class of 1986 and several
already have been a\'larded to students entering ·NsU this fall as freshmen and transfer
students from two-year colleges.
''We have had a measure of success in attracting excellent students from several
areas of Kentucky and nearby states but, in the process, we have not been sufficiently
aggressive in pursuing Eastern Kentucky students," Dr- Albright added.

"l~e

want

everyone to kno\'1 that we are renewing our historical commitment to the people of this
region and that we intend to serve them first and foremost-''

New Scholarships
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
MSU's service region includes Bath, Boyd, Breathitt, Carter, Elliott, Fleming,
Floyd, Greenup, Johnson, Knott, Lawrence, Letcher,
r~enifee,

Le1~is, ~1agoffin,

f1artin, f1ason,

Montgomery, f·1organ, Pike, Rowan and Wolfe counties.

Detailed information about the new scholarship program has been sent to highschool and two-year co 11 ege officials throughout the region.

Interested persons are

invited to contact Tim Rhodes, director of financial aid at MSU, at (606) 783-2011.
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Aug. 15, 1986
FOR HU~EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Ous transportation to the Field Day at Morehead State
- University's Mountaintop Agricultural Complex in Martin County will be available
to area residents on a first-come, first-served basis.
MSU will conduct its first public Field Day at the complex on Thursday,
Aug. 21, beginning with registration at noon followed by tours of the complex.
Program speakers

~1i 11

include Kentucky

Secr~tary

of Energy George Evans, 1·1SU

·...

Board of Regents Chairman Louie B. Nunn and MSU President A.D. Albright.
Buses will depart from the front of Adron Doran University Center at 9 a.m.
on Thursday;:l for the complex, located nine miles southeast of Inez.
need to bring a picnic lunch,

accordin~

~o

Passengers will

Robert Wolfe, coordinator of the

Mountaintop.Project .
.

\

The buses will begin the return trip to campus at the close of the program
\

i

which should be around 4 p.m., Vlolfe said.
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Aug. 16, 1986
FOR IW~EDIATE RELEASE
HEAD, Ky. --Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Norehead State University professor
of hi story, is the author of a new hi story of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pi ctori a1 Hi story" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often -seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 ~thich record the region's rich heritage," the l<entucky historian
explained.
· ·· Breathitt County is one of the c.:,unties prominently featured in the volume
published by the Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
Among the highlights are two duotone pages· displaying the photographic artistry
of Marian, Post Holcott. Although she was in Eastern Kentucky for less than a
month in 1940, her human interest photographs are considered classics, Dr. Sprague
noted.
Other Breathitt County memories include school scenes from Big Rock and Fugate,
'
a funeral, a Froz'en Creek granny and grandchild, a mailman on ~1orris Fork and the
Jackson swinging bridge.
Al~o featured are views of the old Imperial Hotel, the courthouse, an early
photograph of Lees Collegiate InstitL ·e and two photographs taken for the 1904
Horld's Fair in St. Louis.
Many of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered· additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in lvashington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from Nel'l York University.
Information on hoi'/ to obtain cor"2s of "Eastern Kentucky'' is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351
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Aug. 16, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Morehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
''fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage,'' the Kentucky historian
explained.
· Perry County is one of the counties p1·omi nentl y fe.a tured in the vo 1ume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
Five views of Hazard spanning four decades, all taken from a similar spot,
. are among, the book's highlights .. Also included are photographs of a homecoming
parade, car show, 11orld 11ar II scrap drive and the coal camps of Hardbury (1928),
Chavies and Bulan (1940).
Many.of
the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
I
Clayton coll~ction of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Hashington and
eight_Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on how to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Norehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

Aug. 16, 1986
FOR H1t1EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. StuartS. Sprague, Morehead State.University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern.Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial Wistory" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often·seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage,'' the Kentucky historian
explained.
· · Montgomery County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
An 1864 map of Mt. Sterlin~, a vintage view of the fire department, a postcard
shot of t)le f4t. Sterling H·igh School and various l~ew Deal projects such as Spencer
Road construction and exploration of an Indian mound are among the book's highlights.
Many of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton collection
of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
\
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in 1/ashington and
eight Kentucky ·repositories.
:'[astern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on how to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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Aug. 16, 1986
FOR H1MED IA TE RELEASE
HEAD, Ky. --Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, ~lore head State .University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the·present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often ·seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily bet11een
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage,'' the Kentucky historian
explained.
· ·Martin County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
HPA road construction from the 1930s, views of lower and upper Inez and t\·to
of Nartin, County's courthouses are among the book's highlights.
Many of the _photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photograph~ from the National Archive:c and Library of Congress in Hashington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His fir~t. also published by Donning, was ''Frankfort: A Pictorial History.''
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on how to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-7 83-2030

Aug_ 16, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
t•IOREHEAD, Ky_--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Morehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial .. istory" is described by Dr. Sp1·ague as a
''fresh look at a region that is all too often-seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
· ·· Letcher County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
Highlights of the book include photographs ranging from an 1886 funeral at
_the Head.pf Brownies Creek to downtown Whitesburg in 1969. Also included are an
1884 photograph of Joe E. Day's residence in Partridge, an 1884 photograph of a
Smoot Creek wedding party, a family portrait vintage 1912 of the Hilliam Henry
Reynolds ~amily of Friday Branch as well as early views of Fleming, Jenkins,
McRoberts and Burdine.
Many of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton-collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Washington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial hi story compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
1·1SU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and ~1.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York Jniversity.
Information on how to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KY 40351

606-7 83-2030

Aug. 16, 1986
FOR H1~1EDIATE RELEASE
Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, 14orehea.d State University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
''fresh look at a region that is all too often -seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage,'' the Kentucky historian
explained .
.. Leslie County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., 1iorfolk, Va.
A courthouse gathering and a candid main street view from 1914, construction
. of an 181 room school in the 1930s and Sargeant William Sandlin with John Shell
are among the book's photographic highlights.
Many of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
'
Clayton collection
of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
I
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Washington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
':Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His 'first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on how to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, t-1orehead State University, ~1orehead, KY 40351.
t~OREHEAD,
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

Aug. 16, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

·,

MOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Morehead State University professor
of hi story, is the author of a ne1·1 hi·story of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
···Laurel County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
The double tunnel near London, an early photograph of the old courthouse and
the ei.ght;room school at East Bernstadt in the 1930s are among the book's highlights.
Also included are photographs of the post office, grade school, high school and
London Hall Auto Court.
'
Many'of
the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or· the
I
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Hashington and
eight }Se'ntucky repositories.
·"Eastern Kentucky'' is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, .vas "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague l1as been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on hov1 to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KY 40351

606-783-2030

Aug. 16, 1986
FOR H1~1EDIATE RELEASE
t•10REHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, 1•1orehead State University professor
of hi story, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 ~1hich record the region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
- ·Knox County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
A front porch portrait of the Adonijah fox family at the Head of Golden Fork,
Moore's C~bin near Flat Lick, the brick D.P. Ely residence and the old courthouse
are among the book's highlights. Other photographs include 20th Century views Of
the interior and exterior of the Mitchell Theatre as well as the Barbourville
Street Car·.
'
Many of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photog_r;aphs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Hashfngton and
~ight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pi ctori a1 hi story compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, ~1as "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from Nev1 York University.
Information on h01~ to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

Aug. 16, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Morehead State University professor
of hi story, is the author of a nel'/ hi story of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often -seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily bet;1een
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
· .. Johnson County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
Photographs of the Hyden C. Williams oil lease, the M.E. Church South,
. Paintsvi(,le National Bank, vintage 1930s viev/s of the Van Lear Gym and Auditorium
and Thealka--both the place and the boat--are among the book's highlights. Also
included are photographs of the 1914 Paintsville Business College and panaramic
in the 1880s and 1908.
views of Paintsville
I
Many of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton Follection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photo~,r~phs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Washington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pi ctori a1 hi story compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachia~ scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and 1q.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate f1·om New York University.
Information on ho1~ to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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Aug. 16, 1986
FOR JI.1MEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Morehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by D.r. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often ·seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
Green County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
A view of the Baptist Church, a 1914 photograph of a Farmer's Institute, shots
. of the courthouse square in the 1920s, the Greensburg Concert Band, Columbia Avenue
and a postcard view of the courthouse in 1933 are among the book's highlights.
Many.of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton co,llection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Washington and
eight Ke.ntucky -repositories.
'_'Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from Ne~1 York University.
Information on how to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, t<lorehead State University, 1•1orehead, KY 40351.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KY 40351

606-7 83-2030

Aug. 16, 1986
FOR H1t·1EDIATE RELEASE
Ky. --Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, t•lorehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: /\ l'icLuriill llisLury" is described uy Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all tuCJ often ·seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage,'' the Kentucky historian
explained.
· ·· Floyd County is one of counties prominently featured in the volume published
by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
A map and description of the Civil War .Battle of Middle Creek, Floyd County
coal camps--including \olheelwright in its prime, David and Weeksbury--and an undated
coal and oil land map are among the book's highlights.
Other items of interest to Floyd County residents include a 19th Century
of Prestonsburg, construction workers putting in the county's first
birdseye view
I
railroad, the K.F. Hatcher Store at HLrold, rafting on Beaver Creek circa 1910,
vintage photograph of grave houses at the mouth of Dry Creek and the dedication of
Preston,burg High School.
Many of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in V/ashington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
~10REHEAD,

His first, also published by llunniny, wus "Frankrurt: f\ Pictorial llistory."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
11SU since 1968. Receiving both his 8 \. and t1.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on how to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky'' is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, 11orehead State University,. Morehead, KY 40351.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-7 83-2030

Aug. 16, 1986
FOR I~IMEDIATE RELEASE
Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, f1orehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a nev1 history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
· ·clay County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
Photographs of the courthouse just after completion in the 1930s, a picture
_of Eastern Kentucky State Teacher College's Jackson-Clay Country Club, a 1910
view of the Edward Hubbard Memorial Academy, a construction photo of the
Colored Grade School at Manchester and the Kozy Motel are among the book's highlights.
Many of the photographs are eithLr from his own postcard collection or the
'
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in \o/ashington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and 1·1.A.T. degrees from Yale· University,
he earned his doctorate from Nel"/ York University.
Information on hOI"/ to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
f~OREHEAD,
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

Aug. 16, 1986
FOR If.1~1EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Dr. Stuart S_ Sprague, r·1orehead State University professor
of history; is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record t'he region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
···Clark County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
Photographs of the Opera house, Brown-Proctoria and St. George Hotels,
Kentucky ~esleyan College, 1930s roadbuilding on Goose Creek Road, the courthouse
circa 1930 and views of Oliver Street and Winchester High schools are among the
book's highlights.
Many·of
the photographs are eithe~ from his own postcard collection or the
I
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in \olashington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yal~ University,
he earned his doctorHtR from Nrw York University:
Information on hov1 to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KY 40351

606-783-2030

Aug. 16, 1986
FOR !~!MEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Morehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a new h1story of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
''fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region ; rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
···Boyd County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
Among the book's highlights are a sketch of Ashland's Aldine Hotel done by
a Civil War soldier and a postcard print of the Boyd County courthouse.
"One can gain a better appreciation of the historical base for Boyd County's
eonomy through some of these photographs," said Dr. Sprague. His book provides
glimpses of the steamboats on the Big Sandy and Ohio Rivers as well as the
railroads bringing coal and iron to Boyd County, which created a transportation
netv10rk supporting Catlettsburg's timber trade and Ashland's iron industry.
~1ariy of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Washington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr_. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was ''Frankfort: A Pictorial History.''
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
l•1SU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and ~1.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on ho~1 to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky'~ is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
I
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351

UPO BOX 1100

606-783-2030

Aug. 16, 1986
FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE
Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Morehead State University professor
of history, is-the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a ·region that is all too often .seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage,'' the Kentucky historian
explained.
· · Bath County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., ~Jrfolk, Va.
A duuble-page spread of the screening and loading incline at the iron mines
around 18~4, a 1930s photograph of improvements to the courthouse, an oil well
in the Ragland field and a view of the springs are among the book's highlights.
Many of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton collection
of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
·,
photographs from the Natfonal Archives and Library o_f Congress in \olashington and
eight Kentucky repoiitories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial H·istory."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on ho1·1 to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, ~1orehead State University, 11orehead, KY 40351.
~IOREHEAD,
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Aug. 16, 1986
FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE
Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, ~lorehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a ne1v history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: .~ Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage,'' the Kentucky historian
explained.
Bell County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
Panoramic views of early Pikeville circa 1915, photographs of Yellow Creek,
_Straight .Creek and Varilla coal camps, vintage shots of the Continental Hotel
in Pineville and Boone Way in Middlesboro and Pinnacle Overlook in the 1930s are
among the book's highlights.
Many pf the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Washington and
eight_Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial hi story compi 1ed by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, ~/as "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholat·, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from Ne~1 York University.
Information on ho~1 to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, ~1orehead State University, ~lore head, KY 40351.
~IOREHEAD,
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Aug. 16, 1986
FOR mt•1EDIATE RELEASE
t10REHEAD, Ky. --Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Horehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
''fresh look at a region that is all too often ·seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 an·d 1940 which record the region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
Adair County is one of the counties prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va .
. Photographs of Lindsey-Wilson College, the courthouse (one of four Kentucky
. look alik~s), and several vintage views of downtown Columbia are among the book's
highlights.
Many .of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton cb~lection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Washington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
':Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also publisl1ed by Donning, ~~as "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving ~oth his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from Ne1~ York University.
Information on h0\·1 'to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
v1riting the author, UPO 846, l~orehead State University, Norehead, KY 40351.
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Aug.
, 1986
FOR !1>1~1EDIATE RELEASE
f•lOREHEAD, Ky. --Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, r~orehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the r_egion's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
'rh"e earliest known panoramic vie~/ of 1'1Qrehead taken in the 1890's and a 1906
bird's eye-view of the community are two of numerous Rowan County photographs featured
in the volume published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
Among t~e many other photographs are the Morehead and North Fork Railroad,
Railroad Street in 1887, the old courthouse with bell tower, moonlight schools, the
World War I monument--with bayonet, an aerial view of MSU's campus about 1970, and
Ad ron Doran vi1' th hog rifle.
Also included are some outstanding Marion Post Wolcott photographs from 1940-~lark Schoo\ 5, Poplar Grove Baptist Church and a baptism, according to Dr. Sprague.
' the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Many.of
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Washington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pi ctori a1 hi story compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was ''Frankfort: A Pictorial History.''
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
f~SU since 1968.
Receiving both his B.A. and 11.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
The volume is available locally through the MSU Store or Bookhaven.
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Aug.
, 1986
FOR H11•1EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Morehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a new histo~y of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
~liirgan County is one of the counties fe_atured in the vo 1ume pub 1i shed by
Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
A street view of fiest Liberty (1938), the ne~1ly-stuccoed courthouse, and a
1930's short:pf the newly-constructed high school and athletic field are among the
book's highlights. Also included are photographs of a train at Cannel City and a
coal incline.
'
Many of.the
photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
I
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs ._from the National Archives ar·: Library of Congress in Hashington and
eight Kentu~ky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on how to obtain copies of ''Eastern Kentucky'' is available by
11riting the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, fvlorehead, KY 40351.
#/Ill#
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Aug.
, 1986
FOR IMl~EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, t•lorehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a ne1·1 histo·ry of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich h~ritage,'' the Kentucky historian
explained.
Lawrence County is one of the count1es.prominently featured in the volume
published by Donning Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
An 1855 promotional map of the Peach Orchard Mines, an 1865 Civil War map
of_Louisa an~ its defenses and an 1885 photograph of Louisa and Fort Gay are among
the many Lawrence County highlights. Also included are a roadbu-ilding scene cina
1930, Peach Orchard miners and a Chatteroi Railroad train taken around 1881.
'
Many of:~he photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs, from the National Archives and Library of Congress in 11ashington and
i'
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pi ctori a 1 hi story compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on how to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
·writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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Aug.¥ 1986
FOR If~t~ED IA TE RELEASE
f.lOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague,. ~1orehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial HistJry" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
"fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which record the region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
Carter County is one of the counties pr.ominently featured in the volume
published by Donni'ng Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
A "bird's eye" view photograph of Olive Hill--one of the earliest knDim-taken just a:,few years after the railroad reached the town and a postcard view of
Grayson's 1898 High School are among the many Carter County highlights.
The volu,me also features an 1875 mar of the Tygart Valley Iron' Company's land
in Olive Hill:, a photograph of an 11-foot thick"fire brick clay bed and a postcard
depicting the General Refractory Company's brickworks.
'
Among the visual highlights of Grayson are photographs of the Bagley Memorial
j
Methodis~£hurch and a view of the Courthouse just after completion in 1907.
Other photographs from Carter County's past include the ~1ount Savage Furnace,
Hitchins School around 1930 and 1884 shots of Olive Hill and the clay mines.
Many of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clayton collection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Washington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
t~SU since 1968.
Receiving both his B.A. and t~.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on how to obtain copies of "Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, l~orehead State University, t·lorehead, KY 40351.
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Aug. ~5"", 1986
FOR I1~~1EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Stuart S. Sprague, Morehead State University professor
of history, is the author of a new history of 49 Eastern Kentucky counties from
pioneer days to the present.
"Eastern Kentucky: A Pictorial History" is described by Dr. Sprague as a
''fresh look at a region that is all too often seen as just a series of stereotypes.
The volume is a visual feast with nearly 500 photographs taken primarily between
1884 and 1940 which r~cord the region's rich heritage," the Kentucky historian
explained.
~~bm a 1969 street scene of downtown W~tesburg to a series of photographs from
the 1880's, Letcher County is prominently featured in the volume published by Donning
Publishing Co., Norfolk, Va.
Also in:~ l uded are family-oriented photographs ranging from a wedding party to
a funeral at Head of Brownies Creek in 1886, as well as Head of Smoot Creek about
1884, Joe E. Day's residence in 1884, Caudill's Store and Hilliam Henry Reynolds'
'
Branch circa 1912.
family at Friday
.'
Other Letcher County highlights include photographs of the coal_ camps at Burdine,
'Dunham, Fleming, Jenkins and McRoberts.
'
Man~,of the photographs are either from his own postcard collection or the
Clajton··~ollection of circa 1915 candids. Dr. Sprague also gathered additional
photographs from the National Archives and Library of Congress in Washington and
eight Kentucky repositories.
"Eastern Kentucky" is the second pictorial history compiled by Dr. Sprague.
His first, also published by Donning, was "Frankfort: A Pictorial History."
A noted Kentucky and Appalachian scholar, Dr. Sprague has been teaching at
MSU since 1968. Receiving both his B.A. and M.A.T. degrees from Yale University,
he earned his doctorate from New York University.
Information on how to obtain copies of ''Eastern Kentucky" is available by
writing the author, UPO 846, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
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Aug_ 16, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
By ·PAULINE YOUNG
r~SU Staff Writer
MOREHEAD, Ky.--If you listen to one of Lexington's leading rock stations, you
may be listening to an MSU graduate_
If you're interested in buying advertising time on that station, you may be
talking to an MSU alumnus.
If you're concerned with station policy, you may discuss this subject also
an i1SU graduate, Keith YarDer,

~/I<QQ'

s general manager.

Morehead State University graduates top the personne 1 1i st at WKQQ
Lexington_

F~1

98 in

From the general manager to the on-the-air personalities, six of the 31

employees of WKQQ are alumni of MSU.
"We're proud of the MSU grads who work for our station," said Yarber, a 1979
graduate from Mt- Sterling.

"They've had the hands-on experience it takes to move

in and assume a responsible position.''
Yarber, a vice president with Village Communications which m·ms
to manage a radio station ever since he was in college.

~/KQQ,

wanted

While a graduate assistant

in production at WMKY FM 90, Morehead's on-campus public radio station, he received
the background necessary to complete his goal.

Today he is responsible for WKQQ's

budget, personnel and ratings.
"The training skills I received in communications at Morehead has helped me
advance to my present position," said regional account manager Tim Wagner, a 1978
graduate from Independence.

"At MSU, I learned to write--as well as produce--radio

commercials which has helped me better serve advertising agencies buying time on our
station."
(MORE)

'

"'

WKQQ
2-2-2-2-2-2

A former admissions counselor at MSU, Wagner is an experienced traveler.

Today

his sales territory includes Louisville, Nashville, Columbus and Indianapolis in
addition to Lexington-based businesses.
Local account manager Joe Martin credits MSU's "personalized education" for
helping him find a job in the competitive market of public broadcasting.

"My

professors were concerned about me," said the 1984 graduate from Northville, 1·1i ch.
"When I

sa1~

an instructor, he remembered my name; that's an added advantage."

Creating new ideas is one responsibility of Larry Hall, also a local account
manager.

A former disc jacky at 11SU, he originates new production themes for his

clients.
"The communications program at MSU is outstanding," said Hall, a 1984 graduate
from Cynthiana.

"I had an opportunity to obtain on-the-job training

available at very many colleges.

1~hich

isn't

Knowing what's possible on the production end is

a great asset in sales."
"At MSU, you design yourself to succeed or fail," Hall continued.

"The equipment

and leadership are there; you just have to apply yourself."
Familiar to WKQQ listeners are the voices of disc jockeys Jeff Tilford and
Keith Krey.

Tilford spins the records from 7 p.m. to midnight weekdays, while Krey

is the weekend announcer.
Known as ''Tony'' on the air, Tilford wants the audience to recognize him as a
personality.

"I enjoy my

~lark,"

the 1985 graduate from Newport said.

"I want my

audience to identify with me.
"I feel I gained some valuable experience while in college," he continued.

"I

\'las a member of the sports staff at WMKY for three years and also hosted "Audio
Visions," playing rock music from 10 p.m. to midnight.
myself, Krey, Martin and Hall during that time."

(MORE)

WMKY's staff members included

WKQQ
3-3-3-3-3-3

"MSU's hands-on experience is tops in Kentucky," said Krey, a 1984 graduate
from Burlington.

"The training I received at WMKY allowed me to get a job shortly

after graduation."

He worked in sales for WCLU in Alexandria and WNOP in Newport

before joining "QQ."
I'm a music trivia buff," he said.

"I like to include information about the

records and the artists when I talk about the music I play."
Six different personalities; six different objectives.
goals, to advance to bigger markets.

Yet they have similar

They all agree on the importance of their

former training at MSU.
"If you wanted to know how to do something, at MSU all you had to do was ask,"
said Hall.
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MSU HAS SIX ON THE PERSONNEL CHARTS AT WKQQ FH
From the general manager to the on-the-air personalities, six of the 31 employees
of WKQQ FM 98 in Lexington are graduates of Morehead State· University.

Discussing

an upcoming promotional campaign are, seated from left, Jeff Tilford, disc jockey;
Keith Yarber, general manager; and Keith Krey, weekend announcer; standing from left,
Joe Martin and Larry Hall, local account managers, and Tim Wagner, regional account .
manager .
. (~SU photo)
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MSU GRADUATE AT WKQQ-HI RADIO

Taking a break from working on an advertising production ~t WKQQ-FM 98 Radio is
1984 graduate of Morehead State University

Larry Hall.

A· local account manager,

'the Cynthiana native creates ne.vt'production ideas for his clients.
(t~SU

photo )
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l4SU GRADUATE HAS TOP POSITION AT WKQQ FM RADIO

Responding to

listener~'

questions is one of the responsibilities·of WKQQ's general

manager Keith Yarber, a 1979 graduate of Morehead State University.
manager for "QQ," he

~tor ked

for Vi 11 age Cab 1e and owned his own cab 1e company in

Chapel Hill, N.C., before becoming general manager in 1983.
he holds a bachelor's and master's degree from MSU.
(MSU photo)
8-11~86py
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A former sales

A Mt. Sterling native,

.
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MSU GRADUATE AT UKQQ FH RADIO

Employed by WKQQ

Fr~

Radio in Lexington are three

from Northern Kentucky.

~1orehead

State University gr,aduates

Regional account ~anager Tim Wagner, 1978 graduate from

Independence, right, reviews new· radio commercials with on-the-air personalities
Keith Krey, 1984 graduate from Burlington, left, and Jeff ''Tony" Tilford, 1985
graduate from Newport.
(MSU photo)
8-ll-86py
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MSU GRADUATE AT HKQQ FM RADIO
Logging advertising accounts is one of the responsibilities of Morehead State
University graduate Joe

r~artin.

An account manager at \o/KQQ FM 98 Radio in Lexington;·

·Martin is a native of Northville, Mich.
currently employed at HKQQ.
(MSU photo)
8-11-86py
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The 1984 graduate is one of six MSU alumni
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Aug. 16, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University, in cooperation with the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education and Kentucky Educational Television (KET), will offer
seven college courses on television during the fall semester.
"The telecourses include televised educational programs and printed materials
to enable students to study at their own pace," said George Eyster, director of MSU's
extended campus programs.
Each of the courses are worth three credit hours.
under way and will continue through Aug. 26.

Mail-in registration is now

Undergraduate tuition is $129, and

graduate tuition is $189 per telecourse.
This fall, 11SU

~lill

add three new courses in· its telecourse schedule:

The

Africans, SOC 399; The Middle School, EDUC 599; and The Earth Explored, GEOS 107.
With nine television programs in the 13-week course, The Africans explores
the history and contemporary life of Africa through its triple heritage:

native,

Islamic contributions and Western influences.
This course, which is offered through the Department of Sociology, examines
Africa from the inside looking out with a series of on-location footage, Eyster said.
The Middle School, a graduate-level telecourse, deals with developing teaching

strategies for middle school students.

The course focuses on the nature of the

students in terms of their physical, social and intellectual uniqueness.
A second new undergraduate course, The Earth Explored, is an international field
trip in physical geology.

Beginning IJith a historical look at the Earth, the course

takes students from the top of the Alps to the bottom of Death Valley examining
specific natural resources.
(MORE)

Telecourses
2-2-2-2-2-2
Additional undergraduate courses repeated this fall are:
The Business File, MNGT 160, studies the complex functions of business focusing

on detailed internal and external operations which affect both large and small
businesses.

Including interviews with professional business leaders in various

locations of the country, the telecourse

~!ill

also feature mini-documentaries,

computer graphics and close-up looks at successful businesses in operation.
~-

__ _ _Co_verJng _major_ar:eas_in_the_fie l d_of _psychology,

~UndeJ"standing_Human Behavior,_~

PSY 154, explores methods of gathering psychological data, and the social, behavioral
and biological perspectives of human thought and behavior.
Progressing from the simple chart account to complex financial statements,
Principles of Accounting, ACCT 281, is an introductory course covering the theory

and principles of accounting while explaining the processes and language for actual
business situations.
DATA 201, The New Literacy, an up-to-date survey of electronic data processing,
prepares students to understand and use computers in both their personal and
professional lives.

This telecourse examines computer hardware and software systems,

developments for further advancements and a comprehensive overview of the computer.
Specific information and registration forms are available by calling MSU's
Office of Graduate and Special Programs toll-free, 1-800-252-2044.
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Db TRICT C t1EETS AT MSU
District C vf the Kentucky Home Economics Association (KHEA) recently hied. its rirst
meeting on the Morehead State University campus.

Among those attending were, from

left, MSU alumna Dr. Lena lla il ey, dean of the Home Economics· Department at Ohio
State University who 1tas. a guest· speaker; Treva t1itchell of Georgetown, president-elect
for District C, and MSU Pres1dent A.D. Albright.

KHEA has been divided into three

distr1cts which will meet yearly in the1r respective areas in addition to KHEA's
annual meeting.

District C encompasses 65 counties east of Lexington.

(MSU photo)
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Aug. 16, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
~10REHEAD,

Ky. --Registration for Morehead State University's Academy of Arts

will begin Sept. 2 and continue through Sept. 12, 1986.
Group and individual instruction in music, dance, theatre, creative writing,
and visual arts classes is being offered at the Morehead campus, as well as in
several regional centers in Eastern Kentucky.
A complete list of courses available and registration information may be
t

obtained from the Academy Office in Baird
mk

t

~1usic

Hall 103, (606) 783-2483.
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DISTRICT C ~IEETS AT MSU
District.C of the Kentucky Home Economics Association (KHEA) recently held its
first meeting on the Morehead State University campus.

Among those attending· were:

She1la Bailey, Ruth Williams and Barbra 'Morgan of Montgomery County; Virginia, Rice
and Merl Allen of Rowan County, and Betty Jo Dedic and Elizabeth Eastern of the
Univers1ty of Kentucky.

KHEA has been divided into three districts which will meet

yearly in their respective areas in addition to KHEA's annual meeting.
encompasses 65 counties east of Lexington.
(~~su
~-18-86py
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District C

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KV 40351

606-783-2030

DISTRICT C MEETS AT MSU
District C of the Kentucky Home Economics Association (KHEA) recently held its first
meeting on the ~1orehead State University campus.

Among those attending were, from

left, Martha Perkins, Ro11an County extension agent, and ~1ary Ellen Edmondson and Darla
Batkin·of the University of Kentucky.

KHEA has been divided into three districts which

will meet yearly in their respective areas in addition to KHEA's annual meeting.
District C encompasses 65 counties east of Lexington.
(MSU photo)
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DISTRICT C I~EET.S AT MSU
District C of the Kentucky Home. Economics Association (KHEA) recently held its first
meeting on the Morehead State University campus.

Among those attending were, from

left, Betty Hughes and Mildred Clark of. Scott County, and Ruth Duncan of Fayette
County;

KHEA has been divided into three districts which will meet yearly in their

respective areas in addition to KHEA's annual meeting.
counties east of Lexington.
\~1SU

photo)
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C MEETS AT MSU

District C of the Kentucky Home Economics Association (KHEA) recently held its first
meeting on the Norenead State University campus.

Among those attending were, from

left, Marjorie Hylton and Janice Blythe of Berea, and Betty Powers of Eastern Kentucky
University.

KHEA has been divided into three districts which will meet yearly in

their respective areas in addition to KHEA's annual meeting.
65 counties east of Lexington.

(MSU photo)
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DISTRICT C ~IEETS AT MSU
District C of the Kentucky Home Economics Association (KHEA) recently held its
first meeting on the Morehead State University

campus~

Among those attending

were: Carole Rison of Bath County, Anna. Myers of Robertson County, Peggy Powell
of

~loritgomery

County and Betty Jo Dedic of the University of Kentucky.

KHEA has

been divided into three districts which will meet yearly in their respective areas
in addition to KHEA's annual meeting.
Lexington .
. (~SU photo)
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DISTRICT C MtETS AT f4SU
District C of the Kentucky Home Economics Association
~

meeting on the Morehead State University campus.
left,

~1ildrecf

(k~EA) rec~ntly

held its first

Among those attending were, from

Setser and Pat Hurst of Somerset, and Barbra ·Morgan of

~lt.

Sterling.

KHEA has been divided into t'hree ·districts which will meet yearly in their respective
areas in addition to I<HEA's annual meet1n9.

District C encompasses 65 counties east of

Lexington:
(NSU photo)
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COUNTY TEACHER ATIENDS KHEA MEETING

Distr1ct C of the Kentucky Home Economics Association (KHEA) recently
first meeting on the Morehead State University campus.

hel~

its

Taking time to check the

1i teriJ.ture was Jean Cline crt Rowan County, a teacher at Rowan County Seni o·r High

School. .KHEA has been divided into three districts which ·will meet yearly in
their respective areas.

Rowan County 1s part of-District C which

6o counties east of Lexington.
(MSU photo)
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DISTRICT C MEETS AT MSU
District c·of the Kentucky Home Economics Association lKHEA) recently hela its

t

first meeting on the Morehead State University campus.

.

During the activities·,

Dr. Patty Rai Smith, left, a former f4SU faculty member and now a University of
Kentucky extension specialist, took time to chat 11ith Carolyn Taylor, HSU assistant
professor of home economics, President A.D. Albright, and Dr. Charles Derric-kson,
dean of the College of Applied Sciences and Technology.
(MSU photo)
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Aug. 18, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
t~OREHEAD, Ky.--r~orehead

State University will implement a new student LD.

card process this fall.
During registration for the fall semester, each Morehead State student will
receive a new photo identification card which will be used until the student
graduates, according to Myron Doan, assistant to the vice president for Student
Development.
After the student pays his fees for the semester, he will be issued a sticker
which validates his card.

Stickers will be color-coded by semester, according

to Doan.
Along with identification information such as birthdate, classification and
Socia 1 Security number on the card, the sticker will a 1 so 1 i st the student's
current address.
"Similar processes are used at several other universities," Doan said.
"With a permanent I.D. card, students won't be inconvenienced by waiting in line
at registration every semester to have a new card made."
I.D. cards will be made during on-campus registration Aug. 25-26.

Students,

faculty and staff also may have I.D. 's made at the Office of Student Development
on the second floor of Howell-McDowell Administration Building

~1eekdays

after classes

begin Wednesday, Aug. 27.
"Businesses, which offer student discounts requiring proof of identification,
should look for the blue sticker which indicates the student is enrolled at MSU this
fall," Doan said.
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Aug. 18 , 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University will conduct registration for the
fall semester Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 25-26, from 8 a.m. to 5:30p.m. both days.
Part-time students may register between 5 and 6 p.m.
Undergraduate students who did not pre-register will need their trial schedules
approved by their academic advisers before entering the registration area,

according

to MSU Registrar Gene Ranvier.
The process will begin in Wetherby Gymnasium and students will register by an
alphabetical system based on their last name.

Schedule adjustments for students who

pre-registered also will be processed at this time.
Registration for MSU's off-campus classes will be conducted Monday, Aug. 25,
from 5-7 p.m. at the six regional centers:
Prestonsburg and Whitesburg.

Ashland, Jackson, Maysville, Pikeville,

Additional information and registration forms may be

obtained by calling MSU's Office of Extended Campus Programs toll-free l-800-2622044.

Registration forms must be postmarked by Aug. 26.

Off-campus classes will

begin Tuesday, Sept. 2.
Additional information about admission to MSU for the fall semester is available
by calling toll-free l-800-262-7474 in Kentucky or l-800-354-2090 out-of-state.
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Aug. 18, 1986
FOR 1~1MEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--More than $4,000 in prize money will be on the line for
participants in the 1986 Kentucky Logging Show's lumberjack competition.
--The show, co-sponso·r·e·d-by-the Kentucky ·forest---Industries-Associ-ati on-(-KF-IA-)- - - and Morehead State University, will be held Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 20-21, at
MSU' s Derrickson Agricultural Camp lex, three miles north of l-1orehead on Ky. 377.
Lumberjack events range from axe throwing and horizontal chop to modified and
stock chainsaw.

Men, women and ''Jack and Jill'' teams will compete for prizes and

bragging rights with cash awards going to the top three finishers in each event.
The show will include both open competition on Sept. 20 and the Kentucky
Lumberjack competition on Sept. 21.

T1·10 overall champions--a Kentucky and Open--

will be crowned based on total points earned during the individual events.
The reigning Kentucky Champion is Billy Joe Kerr, a Campbellsville dairy
farmer, who has held the title for two consecutive years.

The 1985 Open Champion is

West Virginian Bill Cogar.
There will be a $4 entry fee for each event.

Additional information on the

contests may be obtained from Chauncey Lohr, Kentucky Division of Forestry, 627
Comanche Trail , Frankfort, KY

40601.

Telephone:

502-564-4496.

The show also will include a skidder and knuckle boom loader contest, horse and
mule pulls and displays of modern logging equipment.

Also featured will be

demonstrations by tall timber topper Dennis Butler of Grants Pass, Ore., holder of
several world speed climbing records.

(MORE)

KY Logging Show
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
The show is being held concurrently with the Kentucky Harvest and Hardwood
Festival which will feature an arts and crafts fair, fiddler, and liar contests
and a demonstration of the Kentucky long rifle.
The festival location will be downtown Morehead and at Trademore Center.
Shuttle service between the festival sites and the Logging Show is planned.
Admission to the Kentucky Logging Show is $3 for adults and $1 for school age
- - - cnildren and-includes a fullaay'sactlvffies:---Free parl<ing uiTl tle availaore-for--show events.
The Kentucky Logging Show is designed to spotlight the state's forest products
industry and its importance to Kentucky and the United States, according to Harry
Ryan, KFIA executive director.
"But, it's actually more than that.

It's an event for the whole family,

~lith

something for everybody," he added.
Additional information on the Kentucky Logging Show is available from Ryan,
KFIA, 310 Kings Daughters Drive #7, Frankfort, KY
####
jy

40601. Telephone:

502-875-3136.
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LOGGING SHOl-l FEATURES LUMBERJACK EVENTS

The Kentucky Lumberjack Champion for the past two year~. Billy Joe Kerr of

t

Campbellsville demonstrates his prize-winning pro\~ess in the stock chain saw·.
event ...

The Kentucky Lumber.jack Championship ~Jill be on the line during the 1986.

Kentucky Logging Sh01·1, scheduled Sept. 20-21 in Morehead.

The sho1·1 is co-sponsored

by the· Kentucky Forest Product Industries Associ.ation and f•1orehead State University.
,.
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INDIANA STUDENT ATIEllDS I·ISU SOAR PROGRAM
Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students.

Attending the day's activi.tie!

was Bobby Sweeney of Salem, Ind., who received help in scheduling classes from Dr. Judy
Wi 11 ard, chair of the Department of Agriculture and Natura 1 Resources.
to acquaint new students and their parents
student services, and campus life.

27
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photo by Ray Bradley)
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SOAR is designed

the University's academic programs,

Classes for the foll semester at MSU begin on Aug.
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LETCHER COUNTY STUDENTS ATTEND MSU SOAR PIWGRAI1

Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
I

(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students.

Among those attending were,

from left, Dr. Barbara Russell, acting dean of the College of Professional Studies, and
Milissa and

Machel~e

Bates of Whitesburg.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students

and their parents with the University's academic pr.ograms, student services, and campus
life.

Classes for the fall semester at MSU begin on Aug. 27.

(I·ISU photo by Ray Bradley)
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OHIO STUDENT~ ATTENDS I~SU SOAR PROGRAI~
Horehead State· University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students. ·Attending the day's activities
were:

David Underwood of Wheelersburg, Ohio; Patricia Dorton Price of West Union, Ohio,

an MSU alumnus and president of the Ohio Valley Alumni Chapter of the MSU Alumni
Association, Inc.; Clyde James, MSU coordinator of Greek affairs, and David Knauff of
Peebles, Ohio.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their parents with the

University's academic programs, student services, and campus life.
semester at MSU begin on Aug. 27.
(NSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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BATH COUNTY STUDENT ATTENDS I~SU SOAR PROGRAI1

Norehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students.

Jo.hn S. VanHoose,

assistant professor of woods technology, helped Larry Thomas of Salt Lick complete his
schedule during the day's activities.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and

their parents with the University's academic programs, student services,·and
life.

Classes for the fall semester at MSU begin Aug. 27.

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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HAS SOAR PROGRAM

Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registratio'n
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students.
day's activities was Rebecca Roe of Elliottville.

Among those attending the

SOAR is designed to acquaint. new studen1

and their parents with the University's academic programs, student services, and campus
1 ife.

Classes for the fall semester at f4SU begin ~n Aug. 27.

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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1-!SU HAS SOAR PROGRAN

Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and t_ransfer students. .Among those attending v1ere·;·
from left, Steve Hamilton, MSU baseball coach, Sandy Caudill of Flatwoods and Mike
Tussey of Ashland.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their parents with the

University's academic programs, student services, and campus life.
semester at MSU begin Aug. 27.
{MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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PROGRA~1

State University recently held a Summer Orienta.tion, Advising and Registration

(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students .. Among those attending the
day's activities were,

from left,·Audra Vlard, Don Vlard and Johnda Spence of louisa.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students ~nd their parents with· the University's. academic
programs, student services, and campus 1i fe.

Classes for the fa 11 semester at HSU. begin

Aug. 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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SOAR PROGRAM

Horehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and

Regi~tration

(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and ~ransfer students . . Am.ong those attending the
day's activities were Gordon Jentt·and Audr2y Sumner of Hazard.
graduate of t•1SU.

Sumner is a 1985

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their parents

University's academic programs, student services, and campus 1 ife.
semester at MSU begin Aug. 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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PROGRA~I

Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students . . Among those attending the ·· ,.
day's. act.ivit'ies was Sandy Denton of Owingsville.

SOAR is designed to acquaint' new studen1

and their parents with the University's academic programs, student services, and campus
life.

Classes for the fall semester at MSU begin rin Aug. 27.

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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J•Jorehead State University recently held a Summer Orie11tation, Advising· and Registration
(SOAR)· program for entering fresllmen and transfer students.. ·Among those attending the
day's activities were Anna Byrd and Charles Byrd of Ht. Sterling.

SOAR is desig1ied ·

to acquaint new students and their parents with the University's academic programs,
student services, and campus 1 i fe.
Aug. 27.
, . (MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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PERRY COUNTY STUDENT ATTENDS .MSU SOAR PROGRAM

..

14orehead State University recently held a· Summer Orientation, .Advising and .Regi_stration

'

(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and. transfer students.· Jeff Smith of Hazard
attended the day's activities and·registered for the fall semester.

SOAR is designed·

to acquaint new students and their parents ~tith the University's academic programs·,
student services, and campus life.

Classes for the fall semester at MSU begin on

Aug. 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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NSU HAS SOAR PROGRAM
•

.Norehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students .. Aniong those attending were;·
from left, Lenora Thompson of.f.lorehead, Lola Crosthwaite, NSU assistant professor of
-social work, psychology and sociology, and Nancy Pence of Poplar Plains.

SOAR ·is

designed to acquaint ne~1 students and their parents ~1ith the University's academic·
programs, student services, and campus life.
begin. on Aug. 27.
(NSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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SCOTT COUNTY STUDENTS ATTEND MSU SOAR PROGRAM
. Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orient~tion, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students .. During the day's activitie·s,.
Dr. Judy Willard, left, chair of the department of agriculture and natural resources,
·helped Tina Porter and Caroline Osborne of Georgetown as they prepared class schedules.
'

··. SOAR is designed to

.'

;

acquaint new students and their parents with the University' 5

academic programs, student services, and campus 1 i fe.

Classes for the fa 11 . semester ·at

MSU begin .on Aug. 27.
(NSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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RUSSELL COUNTY STUDENT ATTENDS MSU SOAR PROGRAM
Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advi'sing and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students.

A.ttendi ng the acti viti es

was Hilliam Bryant of Russell -Springs, ~1ho ··egistered for fall classes.

SOAR ._is designed

to acquaint new students and their parents with the University's academic programs,
· student services, and campus 1 ife.

Classes for the. fall semester at' MSU ·begin-:.Aug·. 27.

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students .. During the day's ac.ti viti e·s,
Penelope Cottle of West Liberty, left, asked the advice of David Brown,
professor of journalism.

associ~te

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their parents

with the University's academic programs, student services, and campus life.
for the fall semester at MSU begin on Aug. 27.
(t~SU

photo by Ray Bradley)
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MSU HAS SOAR PROGRAM
,

f·1orehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration .
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and _transfer students .. Attending the day's
activities were Ethel Jones of Morehead, left, and CIJ.trlcs 1·1yers, associate director
of admissions.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their parents with the

University's·academic programs, student services, and campus life.

Classes for the

fall semester at MSU begin on Aug. 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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BOYD COUNTY STUDENT ATIENDS HSU SOAR PROGRAf.l
~~

Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration

(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students. ·Paula "PJ" Bryan of
Ashland attended the day's activities along with Tom Sternal, chair of the art
department.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their parents with the

University's academic programs, student services, and campus life.

Classes for the

fall semester at 11SU begin on Aug. 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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GREENUP STUDENT ATIENDS HSU SOAI PROGRAM
Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students. Dr. Howard Setser, professor
of biology, helped Pat Potter of Wurtland prepare a schedule during the day's activities.
SOAR is designed to acquaint new.students and their parents with the University's
academic programs, student services, and campus 1i fe.
MSU begin on Aug: 27.
(HSU photo by Ray Bradley)
8-19-86py
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MSU HAS SOAR PROGRAM
Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) ~rogram for entering freshmen and ~ransfer students .. D~ring the day's activities,·
'

David Brown, left, associate professor of journalism, helped Jennifer Hall of· Olive Hill
and Alicia Green of Paintsville complete tl1eir schedules.

SOAR is designed to acquaint

new students and their parents with the University's academic programs, student services,
and campus life.

Classes for the fall semester at MSU begin on Aug. 27.

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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COUNTY STUDENT .\TIENDS HSU SOAR PROGRAM

Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students . . Attending the .session
~1as

Jennifer Bailey or NL. Stcrl ing.

their parents
'life.

~lith

the University's academic programs, student services, and campus

Classes for the fall semester at MSU begin

(MSU.photo by Ray Bradley)
8-19~86py
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· FLEHING COUNTY STUDENTS DTEND

·,

~1orehead
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SOAR PROGRAI1

State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration

(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students .. During the session; Tom
Sternal, left, chair of the Department of Art, advised Gail Flora and Sara White of
Flemingsburg on arranging their schedule.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students

and their parents with the University's academic_programs, student services, and campus
life.

Classes for the fall semester at MSU begin on Aug. 27.

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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CARTER COUNTY STUDENTS ATTEND MSU SOAR PROGRAH
Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students. ·Among those attending
were, from left, Dianne Bond, Betty Reynolds, and Patricia· Barker, all of Olive Hill.
SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their parents with the University's
academic programs, student services, and campus life.

Classes for the fall semester

at MSU begin on Aug. 27.
(MS~ .~hoto

by Ray Bradley)
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PIKE COUNTY STUDENT ATIENDS 1•1SU SOAR PROGRAH
~lorehead

State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration

(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students.

Dr. Gary Cox, MSU professor.

of geography, helped John Paul West of Raccoon complete the registration process at
the session.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their parents with the

University's academic programs, student services, and campus life.
fall semester at MSU begin on Aug. 27
(1•1SU photo by Ray Bradley)
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MONTGOHERY COUNTY, OHIO, STUDENT ATTENDS MSU SOAR PROGRAH
Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students. ·Among those attending were·;
from left, Dianne Black and Jerry Black of Brooksville, Ohio, and Charles Myers, 1•1SU
associate director of admissions.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their

parents with the Uni vcrs i Ly' 5 acadcmi c programs, s tude'" I. scrvi ccs, and campus 1i fc.
Classes for the fa 11 semester at 1>1SU begin on Aug. 27.
(MSU...photo by Ray Bradley)
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..•.:·Morehead State University recently held a Summer

I~SU
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SOAR PROGRMI

Orient~tion,

Advising and Registration

(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and ·i..-ansfer students .. Among those attendfng were.,
f.rom left, Lou Maggard of Sandy Hook,

r~argaret

and Charles Blair of Cincinnati, Ohio,

;and Charles Myers, f·1SU associate director of admission·s.

The Blair'.s, formerly of

:_Whitesburg, teach in the Cincinnati school system.· Soar is designed to ·acquaint· neVI
students and their parents with the University's academic programs; student services,.
and campus life.

Classes for the fall semester at MSU begin on Aug. 27.'

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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ROWIN COUNTY STUDENT ATTENDS MSU SOAR PROGRAM

.,

'

Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and transfer students. . Arii ta Co 1der of Morehead ---as ked for the advice of Dr. Glenn Johnston, f1SU chair of the Department of l'•1athemati cs
during the session.

SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their parents with

the University's academic programs, student services, and campus life.
fall semester at MSU begin on Aug. 27.
_ (HSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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.MENIFEE COUNTY STUDENT ATTENDS

MOREHEAD, KV 40351
I~SU

.606-783-2030
.
'

SOAR PROGRAM

Morehead State University recently held a Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration
(SOAR) program for entering freshmen and t:ansfer students.

Among those attending were·;
..

;

,from left, Susan Smallwood of Frenchburg, and Jim r4orton, t1SU director of housing.
SOAR is designed to acquaint new students and their parents with the University's
:·academic programs, student services, and campus life.
. ~1SU begin on Aug. 27.
U1SU photo by Ray Brad! ey)
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--The r~a rti ki -l•lorehead State University t·lounta i ntop Agricultural Complex is a
national model surface-mined land reclamation project on c11e site of the
largest single ongoing surface mining operation in Appalachia.
I •

--Located off Wolf Creek in Martin County, nine miles southeast of Inez, the
project was launched in August 1982 as a joint venture of MSU, the Martiki
Coal Corp., and the Pocahontas Development Corp., a subsidiary of Norfolk
Southern Corp.
--Over a 15-year period, 4,000 acres of surface-mined mountaintop land will be
reclaimed for agricultural uses, increasing the 1evel land available for
development.
--MSU officials expect to reclaim approximately 200 acres annually.
--Currently the project includes approximately 350 acres in various grasses,
animal faci'lities and other support bu·: .dings as ~/ell as a water storage tank
and irrigation system.
--Approximately 150 acres of pasture land is covered in fescue, orchard grass,
timothy, alfalfa
and various clovers.
I
--With enriched soil producing surplus forage, 50 head of beef cattle have been
added as the start of the project's cattle operation.
--Primarily designed for large-scale agriculture production, the complex also
includes research plots for testing the adaptability of various strains of
grasses and clove~s.
--Small .garden plots have been started, yielding tomatoes, cabbage, broccoli and
other vegetables.
--A 240-sow farrowing to finishing operation currently is producing 5,000 market
hogs annually at an average weight of 220 lbs. each.
--The swine operation also produces 16 tons of manure daily which is used to
restore top soil, adding valuable nutrients, organic matter and humus.
--The poultry facility, a high-rise laying house for 81,216 birds, which began
operation last year, not only yields eggs for market, but also 11 tons of fertilizer
daily to be used to enrich the land.

fact sheet
2-2-2-2-2-2
--1·1SU agriculture specialists estimate the swine and poultry facilities l'!ill
provide more than $250,000 worth of fertilizer annually which can be used to
enrich the land.
--Plans call for eventual development of sheep facilities and cultivation of
row crops, orchard crops, greenhouse flowers and vegetables and forest areas
for commercial wood products as well as wildlife.
·
--In addition to agriculture specialists, the project involves MSU faculty and
student resources in mining, reclamation and energy studies.
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August 23, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MOREHEAD, Ky_--An Ohio junior has been awarded an Army Reserve Officers
Training Corps scholarship at Morehead State University_
A two-year scholarship was granted to George Timothy Todd Kitchen of
Columbus, according to Lt_ Col_ Alan R. Baldwin, chair of the Department
of Military Science.

The scholarship will pay all tuition, fees,

bo~ks

and·supplies, plus a $100 monthly subsistence allowance during that period.
He will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army
upon graduation and completion of ROTC .

.,

He is the son of Mary Kitchen and George Kitchen of Columbus.
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August 23, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE' RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Montgomery County junior has been awarded an Army
Reserve Officers Training Corps scholarship at Morehead State University.
A two-year scholarship was granted to Thomas Scott Davis of Mt. Sterling·,
according to Lt. Col. Alan R. Baldwin, chair of the Department of Military
Science.

The scholarship will pay all tuition, fees, books and supplies,

plus· a $100 monthly subsistence allowance during that period.
He will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army
upon graduation and completion of ROTC .

.,

Davis, the son of Carol and James Davis, is married to Marana Davis.
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August 23, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky. --An Elliott County junior· has been awarded an Army
Reserve Officers Training Corps scholarship at Morehead State University.
A two-year scholarship was granted to Ernest Franks of Sandy Hook,
according to Lt. Col. Alan R. Baldwin, chair of the Department of Military
Science_

The scholarship will pay all tuition, fees, books and supp.lies,

plus· a $100 monthly subsistence allowance during that period.
He will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army
upon graduation and completion of ROTC .

.,

Franks is the son of Sue Mayse Ba:tg of Sandy Hook and Marvin Franks
of Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Aug. 23, 1986
FOR I~1~1EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--''Some of our greate~. days are ahead,'' Morehead State University
President A.D. Albright told .faculty and staff members at the annual assembly
signaling the start of a new academic year.
"I hope you are as excited and encouraged about the opportunities as I am,
----c---he said, recalling his recent vTShs to ~1SU's- n servicearea countTes_--- .---- - - .
"It is the expectation of the people of Eastern Kentucky that r~orehead State·
as a regional University must dedicate itself to the people, problems and prospects
of this region," Dr. Albright said, reminding his .audience that NSU was· the "University
of th~·~ountains.''
He told the crowd in Button Auditorium Friday (Aug. 22) that he had logged in
2,200 miles to find out how people felt about MSU, to raise their level of confidence
in_what it c4n do and--in the face of dec:ining enrollments--to get more people
acquainted with its programs.
Praising the faculty for going ''extra lengths in the past,'' he told them that
the emergenc~ '1 of the nontraditional student ''calls upon us to be ingenuous in extending
the University to meet their needs.''
\
Notin~ earlier that his remarks would center on ''what's out there'' and ''what's in
here,'' D~~~lbright said that MSU's faculty represented 34 states and degrees from 154
differ~ht American universities and two foreign countries with a record ''heavily
emphasizing teaching.
"There's a genera 1 fee 1i ng among our former students 01:t there that they received
a good education and "I wish I could tra late the depth of affection they have for
you and this University,'' he said.
He challenged the crowd of approximately 400 employees to rededicate themselves
to the serving the region by identifying its problems, extending its programs and
increasing its research services.
He called for a strengthening of existing undergraduate programs as well as
initiating new ones. "vie need to continue innovative ~1ays of doing what we do well
even better,'' he daid.
11

Dr. Albright
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Urging application of University research to the quality of life in Eastern
Kentucky, he noted that Office of University Regional Development Services had
been established to assist the region in four areas: economic, community development,
educational development and preservation of the.region's cultural heritage.
"We need to feel pride in our own accomplishments and pride in each other's
achievements," he said, calling for "institutional self-esteem."
As he closed his "State of the University'' address, Dr. Albright called for
cooperation among individual faculty members, departments and colleges. "If there is
-- an ope ness wffnfn- an i nsTitutTon ~ VIe can- soTVe our prob l emS:together ---ff we- do th_e_S_e_ _
things, we can have greater professional pride than ever.''
./'
(
Prior to Dr. Albright's address, new faculty and staff members wet.e introduced
-\
to their colleagues. The day began with a ''Welcome Back'' continental breakfast
I,
hosted by Camden-Carroll Library staff.
The bulk of the afternoon was in meetings on the college and di•.>"ision, department
and office levels and_rounding out the day was a cookout on campus hosted by President
,.
and Mrs. Albright.
0
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HSU FACULTY AND STAFF BEGIN NE\v ACADEf.1I C YEAR:

•

•

A Picture Story

CUTLINES:

1--''Some of our greatest days are ahead,'' MSU President A.D. Albright told the
nearly 400 faculty and staff members attending the General Assembly Friday
traditionally signifying the opening of a new· school year .
2--Listening intently as President Albright called for cooperation among individual
faculty members, departments and colleges were, Dr. William Whitaker, Department of
Business and Economics chair, and Peggy Osborne, assistant "professor of marketing.
3--Eager to face the challenges of a new year, faculty and staff members stream out
of Button Auditorium and prepare for more formal meetings with their colleagues
following a little "small talk" in the·sunshine.
4--Helen Northcutt, left, MSU assistant professor of business education, talks with
Carrie Back, Camden-Carroll librarian, at the ''Welcome Back'' continental breakfast
for faculty and staff hosted Friday by the library.
(~1Sli" photos by Ray Brad! ey)
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Aug. 23, 1986
FOR If•1t·1EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Cindy Gray, formerly with the Ohio Historical Society, has
joined the publications staff of Morehead State University's Office of Public
Information.
As a graphic designer, she will assist in the development of quality
publications which promote the University and its programs.
A native of Sunbury, Ohio, Gray earned her B.F.A. degree in graphic design

t

from Ohio University and also studied at the University of Dayton and Columbus
College of Art and Design.
!n addition to her work

t

~lith

the historical society, Gray has been employed

by a commercial design firm and as a freelance designer.
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August 24, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

•

MOREHEAD, Ky.--Six Rowan County students graduated with honors from
Morehead State University during its

s~~mer

Commencement.

Graduating Cum Laude was:
''Stanley Isom Dixon, who earned a d.S. degree.
Graduating Magna Cum Laude were:
*Anita R. Musser, wife of Kenneth E. Musser, who earned a B.B.A. degree.
•''Me leah Dawn Saxon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Griffith, who earned
an A.B. degree.
''Mark Lee Schafer, son of Steve Schafer, who earned a B.S. degree .

.,

Graduating with distinction were:
*Charlotte Dowdy, wife of Lawrence Dowdy, who earned an A.A.B. degree.
I

''Lynda Norris, daughter of Lucille Fannin, who earned an A. A. S. degree.
To

g~aduate

Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade-point

average of 3.40 to 3.59; to graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a
cumulative grade-point average of 3.60 to 3.89, and to graduate Summa Cum
Laude, a graduate must earn a cumulative grade-point average of 3.90 to 4.00.
Associate degree recipients who complete a minimum of 32 semester hours
at MSU and earn a cumulative grade-point average
with distinction.
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August 24, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Four Carter County students graduated with honors from
Morehead State University during its Summer 'Commencement.
Graduating Cum Laude was:
~'Marisa

L. Adkins, wife of Clarence C. Adkins, who earned an A.B. degree.

*Jacqueline Elaine Hargett, wife of Byron Hargett, who earned an A:B. degree.·
Graduating Magna Cum Laude were:
*Debra Darlene Maddix, wife of Gary Maddix, who earned an A.B. degree.
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was:
*Deborah
., Lou Everman, wife of James Everman, who earned an A.B. degree .
To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade-point
average of .3.40 to 3.59; to graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a
'I

cumulative grade-point average of 3.60 to 3.89, and to graduate Summa Cum
Laude, a graduate must earn a cumulative grade-point average of 3.90 to 4.00.
}
/
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August 24, 1986

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Breathitt County student graduated_with honors from
Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating with distinction was:
*William Turner Strong, son of Manuel Strong, who earned an A.A.S.
degree.
Associate degree recipients who complete a minimum of 32 semeste·r hours
at MSU and earn a cumulative grade-point average of 3.60 or better graduate
with distinction .
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August 24, 1986

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky. --A Morgan County stLc.ent graduated wi t.h honors from
Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was:
'''Katrina Lee Steele, daughter of Harry R. Steele, who earned a B.S.
degree.
To graduate Summa Cum Laude, a graduate must earn a cumulative grade-poin-t
average of 3.90 to 4.00.
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August 24, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

•

MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Mason County student graduated with honors from
Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was:
~>Joseph

C. 0 '.Cull, son of Emma 0' Cull, who earned an A.B. degree

To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade-point

•

average of 3.60 to 3.89 .
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August 24, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Martin County student graduated with honors from
Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was:
*Linda Joyce McCoart, wife of McCarthur McCoart, who earned an A.B.
degree.
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must; earn a cumulative gr-ade-point
average of 3.60 to 3.89.
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August 24, 1986

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

•

MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Nercer County student graduated with honors from
Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was:

•

*Lisa Ann Howard, daughter of Albert Leroy Howard, who earned a B.B.A.
degree.

•

To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade-point
average of 3.60 to 3.89.
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August 24, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Knott County students graduated with honors from
Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating with distinction was:
*Kenny Ray Holbrook, son of Loue Holbrook, who earned an A.A.S. degree
Associate degree recipients who complete a minimum of 32 semester hours
at !1S.U and earn a cumulative grade-point average of 3. 60 or better graduate
with distinction.
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August 24, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Wolfe County student graduated

wit~

honors from

Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was:
*Flora W. Hobbs, wife of Charles Hobbs, who earned an A.B. degree.
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade-point
average of 3.60 to 3.89.
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August 24, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Fleming County student graduated

w~th

honors from

Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was:
*Johnny Howard Conley, son of John Conley, who earned a B.S. degree.
To graduate Summa Cum Laude, a graduate must earn a cumulative
grade-point average of 3.90 to 4.00.
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August 24, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Menifee County student graduated

w~th

honors from

Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was:
*Martha Ellen Brown, wife of Doug 1 os R. Brown, who earned a B.S.
degree.
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade-point
average of 3.60 to 3.89.
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August 24, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Montgomery County student graduated with honors from
Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was:
*Tom Clark Boocher, husband of Shelley J. Boocher, who earned a B.S.
degree.
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must. earn a cumulative grade-pointaverage of 3.60 to 3.89.
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August 24, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two Elliott County students

graduate~

with honors from

Morehead State University during its Summer Commencement.
Graduating Cum Laude was:
Mary G. Porter, wife of James Porter, who earned an A.B. degree.
Graduating Magna Cum Laude were:
*Evelyn Kay Blevins, daughter of Jack

Litto~,

who earned an A.B."degree.

To graduate Cum Laude, a student must.earn a cumulative grade-point
average of 3.40 to 3.59.

To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a

cumulative-grade-point average of 3.60 to 3.89.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KY 40351

606-783-2030

For Immediate Release
Aug_ 25, 1986

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University wants to put its
admissions office on wheels.
In fact, MSU is in the market for a travel trailer, bus or
recreational vehicle which could be converted to a mobile admissions
unit for visits to fairs, festivals and other .public events.
"We obviously would prefer to rece.i ve such a vehicle as a
gift but a purchase at a reasonable price certainly would be
considered," said Keith Kappes, MSU '·s directo.r of uni:versi ty
relations.
He added that plans call for the vehicle to be refurbished
to create interior space and facilities to accommodate promotional
displays and staff members who would provide infbrmation on
admissions, financial aid, housing and other aspects of

~!SU.

"Friends of the University have offered to assist us in
getting such a vehicle on the road this fall as another part of
our effort to be more aggressive in student recruitment," Kappes
stated.
Persons interested in the project are invited to contact
him at 606/783-2031.
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Aug. 25, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

•

MOREHEAD, Ky.--Kool Ray and the Polaroidz will perform in concert with the
Fabulous Thunderbirds at Morehead State University's Academic~Athletic Center
Thursday, Sept. 4, at g p.m.
Tickets for the concert, sponsored by HSU's Student Government Association,
will be $3 for MSU students with valid I.D. cards and $5 for the general public.
Tickets may be purchased in ~dvance at the SGA Office, located on the second floor
of Adron Doran University Center, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 1~eekdays. They also 1·1ill
be sold at the door the evening of the performance. Additional ticket infor~ation
may be obtained by calling (606) 783-2298.
Kool Ray and the Polaroidz is perhaps best known for its hit single ''Diane''
and the accompanying video. This past year, the musical group has performed at
Collegiate Ski Week and headlined the ''20 Year Anniversary of Spring Break'' at the
Safari in Daytona Beach, Fla.
The group also was one of 15 national bands to be chosen to appear on the
American Rock Neh10rk. i(ool Ray's arrangement of "Diane" received honorable
mention at the ''45 of the Month'' in the April issue of Music Row Magazine.
Sased in Austin, Texas, the Fabulous Thunderbirds is climbing the music charts
with the album ''Tuff Enuff,'' which features "Down at Antoine's" and ''Wrap It Up."
Acclaimed by music critics as one of the nation's leading blues groups, the T-Birds
recorded "Stagger Lee" for the soundtrack of Porky's Revenge and toured with the
Rolling Stones as well as backing Carlos Santana on his ''Havana Moon" single.
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Aug. 25, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

•

MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Department of Nursing and Allied
Health Sciences will offer a workshop for nurses on anesthesia from 3:30 to 7 p.m.

•

Wednesday, Sept. 10, at

~1ary

Chiles Hospital,

~1t.

Sterling_

Jack Stevens, registered nurse and anesthetist at Mary Chiles Hospital, will
conduct the workshop which will provide information on interaction of the patient

•

and anesthesia care team, the psychological effects of anesthetic drugs and techniques
on the patient, according to Pauline Ramey; coordinator of Nursing and Allied Health
Education.

•

Speci~ic

topics to be discussed include pre-operative preparation of the surgical

patient, major types of anesthetics and patient's needs immediately after anesthesia.
Regist~red

•

nurses will receive three contact hours credit from MSU for
.\
participating in the ~10rkshop, which i.s approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing .
\

1

.

Registered··nurses will be asked to furnish their nursing license and Social Security
}

/

number.s·'in order to receive continuing education credit.

•
•
•

•

The fee for this workshop is $10.

Additional information is available by

calling (606) 783-2635 or 783-2632.
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Aug. 25, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Horse and mule pull competitions will be among the many
attractions scheduled during the 1986 Kentucky Logging Show to be held in
~1orehead on Sept. 20-21.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Forest Product Industries Association (KFIA)
and Morehead State University, the show will take place at MSU's Derrickson
Agricultural Complex, three miles north of Morehead on Ky. 377.
Competitors will vie for more than $2,000 in prize money with light
weight horse and mule divisions set for Saturday and the heavy weight events
on Sunday. The contests are sanctioned by the Blue Grass Horse Pulling
Association.
~~eigh-in will be at 11 a.m. at the sho~1 grounds with competition slated
for 3 p.m. both days. Additional information on the events and the registration
process is available from David Feldham, chairman, by calling (606) 792-2561 or
(606) 792-2764.
The Logging Show also will include a skidder and knuckle boom loader
competition, lumberjack events, entertainment, tall timber topping demonstrations
and displays of the latest in logging equipment.
"The show is designed to spotlight the state's forest product industries,
but it is truly more than that," said Harry Ryan, KFIA executive director. "We
plan the show as a fami ly-ori en ted event with something for a11 ages," he added.
"Morehead's Kentucky Harvest and Hardwood Festival is scheduled the same
weekend and includes a variety of events that tie right in with the Logging
Show," Ryan noted.
Admission to the Logging Show ~1i 11 be $3 for adults and $1 for school age
children. This includes a full day's activities. Free parking for show events
also will be available.
Additional information on the Kentucky Logging Show is available from Ryan,
KFIA, 310 Kings Daughters Drive #7, Frankfort, KY 40601. Telephone: 502-875-3136.
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MULE POWER DEMONSTRATED

..
Demonstrati.ons of mule pulling power as well as horse P()~ler will be. part of ttie 1989
Kentucky Logg.ing Show on Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 20-21, at Morehead· State.
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· University's· Derrickson Agricultural Complex, located three miles north of Mo~·e.head
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377. ,Co-sponsored by MSU and the Kentucky Fot·est Product Industries Association,
.

;

;

· the show is designed as a showcase for the forest ~roduct industries throughout the
,.state.
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Aug_ 25, 1986
FOR Il1MEDIATE RELEASE ·
MSU MOUNTAINTOP AGRICULTURAL COMPLEX FIELD DAY: A Picture Story·MOREHEAD, Ky _--The miracle on a mountaintop in Martin County_
That might describe the feeling of the nearly 150 persons who toured
Morehead State University's Mountaintop Agricultural Complex during

a

recent Field Day.
Gov_ Louie B- Nunn, chairman of MSU's Board of Regents, told the crowd:
"I lift mine eyes unto these hills once again from which cometh my help
because I recognize the important and significant role which MSU plays in

.·

the development of this great area of Kentucky."
Gov_ Nunn was describing the surface-mined land reclamation of the
Complex, a joint enterprise of Martiki Coal Corporation, Pocahontas
Development Corporation and Morehead State University's Department of
Agriculture and Natural Resources-

It is located nine miles southeast of

Inez off Wolf Creek in Martin County_
"You can see what happens when private enterprise joins education,"
Gov_ Nunn continued-

"It's this type of cooperation that will get the job

done and make life better for all of us."
Congressman Chris Perkins agreed that'this type of project could provide
additional jobs for the people in eastern Kentucky and supplement the coal
economy of the area.
"Where we stand was once abundant with the energy of coal and now it is
covered with the grasses and energy of agriculture," said George Evans, Kentucky
secretary of energy.
(MORE)

Field Day
2-2-2-2-2-2
The Complex is 15-year experiment in reclaiming more than 4,000
acres of land for agricultural uses.

After only three years, it comprises

350 acres in various grasses, animal facilities, support facilities
and water storage for irrigation purposes.

The facility currently includes

a 240 sow farrowing to finishing operation which produces 5,000 market hogs
annually and 16 tons of manure daily which is used to restore the top soil.
A poultry facility for approximately 82,000 birds began operation last year
and yields eggs for market plus additional fertilizer to enrich the land.
With the soil enrichment, 150 acres of pastureland have been reclaimed,
making it possible to add 50 head of beef cattle to start the project's cattle
operation.

In addition to the present livestock and fac.ilities, plans call for

the addition of sheep as well as row crops, orchard crops, greenhouses, vegetables
and forests for commercial use and wood products as

well as wildlife in

the coming years.
"MSU is the university of the mountains," said MSU President A.D.
Albright. "We can and will serve as an economic force for jobs and growth
in eastern Kentucky," he added.

•
"It's amazing," one visitor commented, "to see.this change from a
useless wasteland to an agricultural wonderland."
The project is considered a tribute to industry ana education, to
Martiki, Pocahontas and Morehead State University as well as a model for the
nation and an achievement for eastern Kentucky.
Among those attending were several representatives of the Martiki
Coal Corporation and Pocahontas Development Corporation.
(MORE)

Field Day
3-3-3-3-3-3
Cutlines:
1--Wearing hats emblazoned with Mountaintop Agricultural Complex, Rep. Chris
Perkins, left, George Evans, Kentucky secretary of energy and Jerry Ravenscraft, far
right, Perkins field representative, are greeted by MSU President A.D. Albright
at the mountaintop site.
2--Gov. Louie B. Nunn, chairman of MSU's Board of Regents, welcomed visitors
to the Mountaintop Agricultural Complex Field Day.
3--Brent Rogers, MSU assistant professor of agriculture, center front,
explains to visitors the various types of grasses used for experimentation
on the Mountaintop Agricultural Complex and the methods of harvesting
each. In the background is the sow farrowing facility.
4--MSU associate professor of agriculture Jim Martin, far right, explained
the importance of accurate record keeping for operations at the Complex to
Rep. Chris Perkins and other visitors.
5--Approximately 150 visitors attended the Mountaintop Field Day program.
speakers included MSU president A.D. Albright, Kentucky ·secretary of
Energy George Evans, Rep. Chris Perkins, and Louie B. Nunn, chairman of MSU's
Board of Regents.
(MSU photos by Ray Bradley)
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Aug. 26, 1986
FOR INI~EDIATE RELEASE
~lORE HEAD,

Ky. --Dr. Larry Jones, provost and vice president for acade1;1i c affairs

at Bloomsburg (Pa.) University, has been named dean of the College of Professional
Studies at 1·1orehead State University.
Announcement of his appointment, effective Oct. l, was made by Dr. Roberta
Anderson, f·1SU vice president for academic affairs.
"Dr. Jones has 15 years of experience in higher education from the classroom
to administration.

He has a proven track record as an administrator and we are

pleased to have him join Morehead State's family," Dr. Anderson said.
"I publically commend the search committee members who worked so diligently to
find such an outstanding administrator.

I also want to extend special thanks to Dr.

Barbara Russell for her service during the past year as acting dean,'' Dr. Anderson
added.
"I look forward to 11orking with the faculty at 1-lorehead State as together

~1e

develop new directions for -the College of Professional Studies and strengthen
existing programs,'' said Dr. Jones.
The new dean also served as interim and acting president at Bloomsburg.

Prior

to joining the staff there in 1981, he Has acader:Jic vice president and dean of the
faculty at Eastern l·lontana, where he was founding dean of the School of Business and
Economics.

He also held various administrative and teaching posts at Moorhead (Minn.)

State University.
As a former American Council or1 Education Fellow in Academic Administration, he
served as assistant to the president of Oregon State University.
Bush Leadership Foundation FellaH and a Matt Foundation Fellow.
(!•lORE)

He also has been a

Dr. Larry Jones
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Dr. Jones received his bachelor's and master's degrees from North Dakota State
University and the doctorate from the University of Oregon.

He also did postgraduate

work at the Graduate School of Business, Harvard University.
His professional association memberships include Phi Delta Kappa, Phi Kappa Pi,
Pi Kappa Delta (honorary member), American Association of State Colleges and
Universities, American Association for Higher Education, and the National Education
Association.

He has authored several articles for publication and has had nearly

$170,000 in grants funded.
Dr. Jones and his wife, Dr. Ellen Barker, are the parents of two daughters.
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Aug. 27, 1986
FOR IM~1EDIATE RELEASE
t10REHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University will be closed on Monday, Sept. 1, in
observance of the Labor Day holiday.

Classes and regular office hours will resume

at 8 a.m. Tuesday, Sept. 2-
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..
Aug. 27, 1986
FOR IMI1EDIATE RELEASE

110REHEAD, Ky.-- The Kentucky Council on Higher Education will meet at Morehead
State University Wednesday and Thursday {Sept. 3-4), beginning with a public forum
at 1 p.m.

l~ednesday

The forum is

in the Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center.

designedto~llow

Council members to hear from. the university

community. and the public-at-large. on htgher
education issues of a statewide nature.
.
Those who wish to speak at the forum need only appear at the meeting and sign
..-.

the speaker's register.

As coordinating agency for higher. education, the Council makes budget and
1

capital construction recommendations, sets tuition rates, esta.blishes minimum
admission standards, develops

state1~-i de

plans for higher education, approves requests

for new academic programs and reviews aJl existing academic programs.
The Council is-most interested in hearing comments on these and related issues,
according to Council Chairman Burns· E. Mercer.

"Of particular interest," he said,

"is the public's reaction to the Council's recently completed StrategiC Plan for·
Higher Education and suggestions for its implementation."

.

While at MSU, the full Council also will meet at 9 a.m. Thursday at ADUC.
Also scheduled are meetings of its Finance and Program Committees on Sept. 3 and
the Ad Hoc Committee on Centers of Excellence and Endowed Chairs will meet on Sept.
4.

All meetings are open to the .Public.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD G:ATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.
in

b~ology,

Greg Craft, left, Olive Hill senior majoring

discusses his schedule with Dr. Gerald DeMoss, professor

of biology·at MSU.

Classes·at MSU began August 27.

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
t·

Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Ron Cornett, left, Morehead freshman majoring

in physical education and recreation, discusses his schedule with
Janet Bignon, learning

speciali~t

at MSU.

August 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

t·

. Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.
Services

Jenny Crager, left, counselor, Special

Trio at MSU, helps Dwayne Patrick, Salyersville junior,-

make out a·schedule

for the-semester.

August 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University stude?ts recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Kelly Clouser, Morehead sophomore majoring in

'fashion merchandising, stops to find out what. her fees
for the semester.

Classes·· at MSU began Atigtist 27.

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
I

Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester·.·
in

busin~ss,

Rhonda Adkins, West Liberty freshman majoring

receives a receipt for her fee payment _for the semester.

Classes at MSU began August 27.
I

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

Morehead State University students recently registered for the 1986
Fall Semester.

Jeff Carroll, Olive Hill sophomore majoring in

chemistry, stops to pay his fees for the semest.er.
began August 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY .
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

John Brown, Soldier

freshm~n,

out what his fees will total for the semester.
began August 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students _recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Valerie Black, Sandy Hook junior majoring

in English, discusses her schedule with Dr. Charles Holt, professor
of history,. geography and government at MSU.
began August 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Sandy Bailey, Morehead sophomore majoring

'in secr.etarial studies, waits in line to pay her fees for the
semester.

Accompanying her is Tiffany Bailey.

began August 27.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University
1.9~1?

Fa}l Semester.

stud~nts

recent:ly registeredfor the

From left, Brandon and Barbara. Otto, Florence

freshmen, wait in line to pay their fees for the semester.
them is

the~r

son, Alex.

Classes at MSU began August 27.

(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

r

Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Sandra Adkins, left, counselor, Talent

Search- Trio at MSU, helps Tawnya Crawford, Orangeburg sophomore,
make out a schedule for the semester.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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Classes at MSU began August 27.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY REGISTRATION
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Stacie Boston, Morehead junior biology major

receives scheduling assistance from Dr. Howard Setser, professor
of biology.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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REGISTRAT!ON AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Sherry Crank, Olive Hill sophomore pre-law

major, awaits computer verification of her schedule_
MSU began Aug_ 27-
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Charlotte Bumgardner of Morehead, presents

her trial schedule for computer verification.
began Aug. 27.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester_

Tim Rhodes, left, director of financial aid,

gives advice to Britton Cloyd, Maysville freshman.
director of minority affairs, looks on.
Aug. 27.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Terri Raybourn, Olive Hill junior agriculture

major, scanned the crowd for familiar faces as she completed the
registration process.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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REGISTRATION AT 110REHEAO STATE UNIVERSITY

Morehead State University students recently registered for the 1986 Fall Semester.
Lisa Allen, Salyersville sophomore elementary education
enrollment fees total_

Classes at MSU began Aug_ 27_
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University's 1986 Fall Semester registration
was a family affair for Rhonda Callihan, Clearfield senior Math
major, and son Tyler-

Classes at MSU began

A~g-

27-
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HOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY REGISTRATION

Morehead State University students recently registered fo_r the 1986 Fall Semester.
Lake Cooper, retired MSU math teacher, Cindy Cooper, Morehead freshman, and her son
Philip wait in line to pay fees for the semester.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY REGISTRATION
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Wanda Burton, Shively sophomore veterinary

technology major makes some last minute changes before beginning
the registration process.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Carol Georges, left,, assistant professor of

education, gives schedpling tips to Judy Bramblet, Mt. Sterling
graduate student.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the 1986 Fall Semester.
Dr. Judy Hillard, left, department of agriculture and natu:al resources chair, advises
Joyce Belcher, Dorton senior para-legal studies major, on the registration process.
Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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HOREHEAD STATE UNI"v.ORSITY REGISTRATION
~1orehead

State University students recently registered for the 1986 Fa 11 Semester.

Barbara Barker, HSU instructor in radiologic technology, assists Kristina·Brant,
Portsmouth, Ohio, sophomore, with planning her schedule.
Aug. 27.
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STATE UNIVERSITY

Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

David Boykin, left, Itonton, Ohio, sophomore

art major, discusses his schedule with Robert Franzini, MSU associate
professor of art.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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FALL REGISTRATION AT MSU
~

~1orehead

State University's Fall Semester registration was a family affair for

Lavallette, w_va_, residents_

Attending registration were, from left, Forrest and

Alice Damron and daughter Linda and son Pat who enrolled as a freshman_

Classes at

MSU began Aug_ 27(r1SU photo by Ray Bradley)
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University
1986 Fall Semester.

student~

recently registered for the

James Combs, Lost Creek.junior, watched

for verification of his schedule.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Keenan Oxford, left, Marblehead, Hass.,

freshman, was accompanied by his father Duke Oxford, a sales

t

representative for Omniturf which is being installed on MSU's
football field.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Ace Ramey, Kenova, W. Va., junior stops to

have his enrollment fees totalled.
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Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1

Morehead State Universty students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Ralph Booker, Aberdeen, Ohio, senior completes

his trial schedule before beginning the regist.ration process.
Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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State University students recently registered for the 1986 Fall Semester.

Jeff Jacobs, left, Cincinnati, Ohio, sophomore, discusses his schedule with Thorn·
Yancy, assistant professor of radio-television.
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REGISTRATION AT HOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

Morehead State University students recently registered for the 1986 Fall Semester.
Jane Powell, Georgetown, Ohio junior, look; over the schedule of classes before
beginning the registration process.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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~rehead State University students recently tegistered for the 1986 Fall Semester .
.eptember and Tom Cardiff of Dry Ridge, read a university publication before
·egistering.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27 .
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REGISTRATION AT f.IOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the 1986 Fall Semester.
Terrence Upshaw, left, Silver Springs, Md., junior radio-television major, is
advised on his class schedule by Thorn Yancy, MSU assistant professor of radiotelevision.

Classes at 11SU began Aug. 27
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHE&ry STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Kathy.Clark, Brinegar junior majoring in

elementary education, awaits totalling of her class fees.
at MSU began Aug. 27.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the
1986 Fall Semester.

Discussing registration procedures were

Jenny Banks and Bill Brown, Morehead seniors majoring in special
education.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the 1986 Fall Semester.
Dr. Paul McGhee, professor of education at t1SU, helps Chrysti Beaver, Phelps sophomore,
with her class schedule.

Classes at MSU began Aug. 27.
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REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead State University students recently registered for the 1986 Fall Semester.
Dr. Gerald DeMoss, left, professor of biology helps Stephanie Dunaway, Morehead senior
majoring in environmental science, prepare her class schedule.

Aug. 27.
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Aug. 30, 1986
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Pulitzer prize-winning journalist Harrison Salisbury will open
the 1986-87 Concert and Lecture Series of Arts in f1orehead (Aif.l) at 10:20 a.m.
l~ednesday,

Sept. 17, in Button Auditorium at l•lorehead State University.

Salisbury's lecture is one of 10 outstanding programs in this year's series
which also includes a concert pianist and a special pre-Christmas program for the
whole family, according to Dr. Glenn C. Rogers, series committee chairman.
Salisbury has been designated as the 1986 William Exelbirt Distinguished
Lecturer, a continuing lectureship funded by the MSU Foundation.
The 1986-87 series also will include:
Oct. 8, Phyllis Frelich, founding member of the National Theatre for the Deaf
and a Tony Award winning actress, 10:20 a.m., Button Auditorium.
Oct. 20, Ann Schein, concert pianist and member of the University of Maryland
keyboard,faculty, 7:30p.m., Duncan Recital Hall.
Nov. 12, The Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, an American ensemble which has achieved
critical acclaim on three continents, 7:30p.m. Duncan Recital Hall.
Dec. 4, Cincinnati Opera Ensemble Company in "Hansel and Gretel" with the Rowan
County High School Chorus, 7 p.m., Button Auditorium.
Feb. 9, Ridge String Quartet, which has performed in 43 major American cities
and is considered "one of the most exciting" new ensembles in years, 7:30p.m.,
Duncan Recital Hall.
Feb. 19, Al Smith, editor of the London Sentinel-Echo, discussing recent
developments in education in Kentucky, 10:20 a.m., Button Auditorium.
March 3, Austin on Tap, an exploration of rhythm and movement in classical,
modern and contemporary dance, 7:30p.m., Button Auditorium.
TBA, Anthony Zerbe, Shakesperean, film and TV actor, presenting "A Dramatic
Evening v1ith e.e. cummings."
(140RE)

,,

Am
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
April 1, Sister and Hiss Lexie, a tribute to Eudora lielty featuring Brenda

Currin, 7:30p.m., Button Auditorium.
"We think this is truly an exciting season," Dr. Rogers said.

''We feel

especially fortunate to be able to bring the Cincinnati Opera Ensemble Company
here with the children's operatic classic 'Hansel and Gretel.'
to welcome Kentucky's ovm Al Smith to the series as

1~ell

And we are delighted

as welcome back Ann Schein

to our stage," he added.
Season tickets are available for all 10 events at $25 for individual and $40
for a family.

"This is really a bargain as season memberships represent a savings

of nearly 50 percent over single admissions," said Elizabeth Paxon, AIM's performing
arts chairman.
''Of course, for those who want to encourage bringing programming of this caliber
to the region in the future, there are supporting membership categories in which a
portion of the contribution is tax deductible," Paxon added.

These are:

Contributor,

$50; Patron $75, and Benefactor, $125.
Additional information on tickets may be obtained by calling Rogers at
(606) 783-2788.
!<lore head, KY

Brochures on the season are available by writing AIM, P.O. Box 250,

40351.

AIM is a cooperative effort of Morehead State University and the Morehead-Rowan
I

County Arts Council Inc.

The appearance of the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra has been

made possible in part by a grant from the National Endovlll1ent for the Arts through
the Southern Arts Federation of which the Kentucky Arts Council is a member.
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Aug. 30, 1986
FOR H114EDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--1>1orehead State University will offer four additional courses
this fall at Prestonsburg Community College, launching an effort to meet the demand
for upper division level courses.
The classes will begin the week of Sept. 8 and_ students may register in the
Pike Technology Building Auditorium at 6 p.m. on the first night of the class·.
The new additions are:
ACCT 575, Controllership, Monday nights
FIN 360, Business Finance, Tuesday nights
GDVT 290, Introduction to Paralegalism, Thursday nights
EDEL 228, Literature and 1•1aterials for Children, Thursday nights
Additional information on these courses and the registration process may be
obtained by calling James Ratcliff, coordinator, (606) 886-3863.
In addition to the MSU classes, PCC will offer six undergraduate evening courses
which will fulfill requirements toward t•1SU's four-year degree in nursing.
They are: Introduction to Literature, Applied Mathematics, Introduction to
.Musi~, Food and Nutrition for Man, Introduction to Art, and Developmental Psychology.
Registaration for these classes also has been extended and will be conducted
at 6 p.m. 1•1onday, Sept. 8, in Johnson Administration Building Room 129, according to .
Robert Allen, associate director of PCC.
Also from 1 to 6 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 10, Betty Porter, chair of MSU's
Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences, will meet with students interested
in MSU's B.S.N. degree program and evaluate transcripts in the Pike Technology Building
Auditorium. She will be accompanied by Elizabeth Tapp, assistant professor.
Additional information on PCC's courses is available from Allen at (606).886-3863.
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Aug. 30, 1986
FOR IM~IEDIATE RELEASE
MOREf'::AD, Ky. --Morehead State University's Departm~:nt of Nursing and A11 i ed
Health Sci8nc~s will offer a workshop for nurses on caring for p~tients ,·!th
cardiovascular disease from 8:20 d.m. t~ 3:30 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 18, at MSU's
Adron Doran University Center.
Sheryl Glasscock, director of Niirsing Critical Care Service at Central Baptist
Hospital in Lexington, and Elizabeth Bry<:n, clinical practice coordinator, w·;n -~ondl!ct
the workshop which will provid,·! infor:,ctir:~ •. n he~.rt sou;·:ds, principles of hemodyn~"lic5,
pacemker utilization and congestive hea1·t Lilure, according to Pauline ~ ... ley,
coordinator of Nursing and Allied Health Education.
"This session will include a lecture, audi0-visual aids and severnl group
activities,'' Ramey said.
Specific topi.cs to be discussed include normal and abnormal heart sounds, and
the differences between right and left heart failure.
Nurses will receive seven contact hours credit from MSU for participating in
the workshop, which is approved by U.e Kentucky Board of Nursing.

Nur:~s will be

asked to furnish their nursing lice.~~e <.n::l Sccia1 Security numbers in Lrdf:r to
receive continuing

educ~tio~

credit.

The fee fr_r t!10. t·.~rkshop is $42 \:~'ch in~::ludss refreshments on iHTival, t•·:o
breaks and ha:;Jouts.
or 783-2632.

djp

,:_,:,-.;t'ional im~orm<:tic::' is available by calling (506j 783-2635

